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Recent awareness of a potential seismic event in low to moderate seismicity regions of 
Saudi Arabia have led to concerns of safety and vulnerability of reinforced concrete 
buildings, in which ductile detailing has not been provided explicitly in the design 
process. Most of buildings design in Saudi Arabia are based on gravity load and wind 
load and their behavior may be non-ductile during a seismic activity which may cause 
damage to life as well as economy. 
 
The aim of this study entitled, ‘Seismic Evaluation And Retrofit Assessment Of Multi 
Storey Structures Using Pushover Analysis’, is to gain insight into the behavior of 
reinforced concrete frames designed without seismic consideration and subjected to 
moderate seismic action using pushover technique . The main objectives of this study 
were to investigate the behavior of non-seismically designed existing reinforced concrete 
frames and to assess the influence of different retrofitting schemes on seismic resistance 
using pushover analysis. 
 
In this study, a typical existing reinforced concrete frame of building in Madinah was 
selected for which pushover analysis was carried out using nonlinear finite element 
xx 
 
structural analysis and design software SAP2000. This study lead to estimate (1) the 
relation between the lateral forces and deformations during the inelastic behavior of the 
structure (2) estimation of the inter-storey drifts (3) formation of hinge and sequence of 
yielding of members (4) capacity of structure (5) estimation of base shear capacity and 
roof displacement. Based on the formation of hinges in a pushover analysis of typical 
existing RC frame, suitable retrofitting schemes were appended to the structure and 
parametric studies were conducted using pushover analysis. 
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 ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
  
  
 أﺟﻤﻞﻣﺤﻤﺪ : اﻻﺳﻢ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ
 (AOP) ﺎﻟﻲﺑﺎﻟﺪﻓﻊ اﻟﻤﺘﺘ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﺳﺘﻮري اﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺜﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻴﺎآﻞﺗﻘﻴﻴﻢ و اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻲﺗﻘﻴﻴﻢ : ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
 (اﻟﻬﻴﺎآﻞ) اﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﺪﻧﻴﺔ :اﻟﻤﻴﺪاﻧﻴﺔ اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔ
  2102ﺳﺒﺘﻤﺒﺮ، : اﻟﺪرﺟﺔ ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ
  
 ﻟﻠﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﻳﺔ اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻴﺔ ﻣﻨﺨﻔﻀﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻌﺘﺪﻟﺔ ﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ اﻟﻤﺤﺘﻤﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻲ اﻟﺤﺪث ﻣﺆﺧﺮا اﻟﻮﻋﻲ وﻗﺪ أدت
 ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺼﻮص ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺻﺮاﺣﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻔﺼﻴﻞ ﻞاﻟﺪآﺘﺎﻳ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺘﻢ، واﻟﺘﻲ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔﺿﻌﻒ و اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ ﺳﻼﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﺎوف
 اﻟﺮﻳﺎح وﺗﺤﻤﻴﻞاﻟﺠﺎذﺑﻴﺔ و ﺗﺤﻤﻴﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﻳﺔ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻌﻈﻢ وﺗﺴﺘﻨﺪ. ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ
 .اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد وآﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻴﺎة اﻟﻀﺮر اﻟﺬي ﻗﺪ ﻳﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻨﺸﺎط اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻲ ﺧﻼل ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﻟﻠﺴﺤﺐ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻗﺪ ﻳﻜﻮن ﺳﻠﻮآﻬﻢ
  
 اﻟﻤﻬﻤﺔ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﺳﺘﻮري اﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺜﻴﺔ اﻟﻬﻴﺎآﻞﺗﻘﻴﻴﻢ اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻲ وﺗﻘﻴﻴﻢ "ﺑﻌﻨﻮان  هﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ واﻟﻬﺪف ﻣﻦ
 اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﻰ ﻣﻌﺘﺪﻟﺔ وﺗﻌﺮض اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻴﺔ دون اﻟﻨﻈﺮ اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ ﻣﺼﻤﻤﺔ إﻃﺎرات ﺳﻠﻮك اﻟﺘﺒﺼﺮ ﻓﻲ هﻮ، اﻟﻴﺴﻴﺮة
 زﻟﺰاﻟﻴﺎ ﻣﺼﻤﻤﺔ ﻏﻴﺮ ﺳﻠﻮك ﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻓﻲﻟﻠﺘﻬﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻷهﺪاف اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔ ﻟ وآﺎﻧﺖ. ﻣﻬﻤﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺗﻘﻨﻴﺔ اﻟﺰﻟﺰاﻟﻴﺔ
 ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺔ اﻟﺰﻻزل ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺨﻄﻄﺎت اﻟﺘﻌﺪﻳﻞ اﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺜﻲ ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮ ﻟﺘﻘﻴﻴﻢﻣﻠﻤﻮﺳﺔ و اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ إﻃﺎرات
 .ﻣﻬﻤﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ
  
  ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ إﺟﺮاء اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪﻳﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﻮرة اﻹﻃﺎر ﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻣﻠﻤﻮﺳﺔ ﻧﻤﻮذﺟﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ، ﺗﻢ اﺧﺘﻴﺎر ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
 هﺬا . 0002PAS ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﻴﺎتهﻴﻜﻠﻴﺔ و ﻏﻴﺮ اﻟﺨﻄﻴﺔ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻟﻌﻨﺎﺻﺮ اﻟﻤﺤﺪودة ﺧﺎرج ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻬﻤﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ
 ﺮﺗﻘﺪﻳ (2) ﻟﻠﻬﻴﻜﻞ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺮن اﻟﺴﻠﻮك ﺧﻼلﺗﺸﻮهﺎت و اﻟﻘﻮى اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺒﻴﺔ اﻟﻌﻼﻗﺔ ﺑﻴﻦ (1) ﻟﺘﻘﺪﻳﺮ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻻﻋﻼنا
 ﻗﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﻘﺺ ﻗﺪرة ﺗﻘﺪﻳﺮ (5) هﻴﻜﻞ ﻗﺪرة (4) أﻓﺮاد ﻋﻠﻰ إﻧﺘﺎج ﻣﻔﺼﻞﺗﺴﻠﺴﻞ و ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ (3) اﻟﻄﻮاﺑﻖ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻻﻧﺠﺮاﻓﺎت
 ﺧﻄﻂإﻟﺤﺎق و اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ، CRﻤﻬﻤﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ ﻟﻠ اﻟﻨﻤﻮذﺟﻲ اﻹﻃﺎر ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻳﺘﻮﻗﻒ ﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ اﺳﺘﻨﺎدا إﻟﻰ .اﻟﺴﻄﺢ واﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﺪ
 .ﻣﻬﻤﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ ﺣﺪودي ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞأﺟﺮﻳﺖ دراﺳﺎت هﻴﻜﻞ وﻋﺎدة ﺗﺠﻬﻴﺰ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ ﻹ
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1. CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Prologue 
The seismic assessment and design of structures is required because of the occurrence of 
earthquakes. Earthquakes are caused by differential movements of the earth’s crust 
(Kramer 1996).The result of these movements is the well-known ‘ground shaking’ that 
can lead to significant damage and/or collapse of buildings, infrastructure systems.  
Recent destructive earthquakes such as the 1995 Hyogo-ken-Nanbu earthquake in Japan, 
the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey, the 2005 Kashmir earthquake in Pakistan, the 
2010 earthquake in Chile and Haiti have shown deficiency in structures. To tackle these 
deficiencies performance-based earthquake engineering has been introduced. In brief, 
performance based engineering deals with the estimation of quantities such as seismic 
capacity and seismic demands for different performance levels of the structure. 
Generally, the methods available to the design engineer to calculate seismic demands are 
either dynamic time history analyses or pushover analyses. 
Dynamic time history analysis requires as much as possible detailed mathematical 
models of multi-degree-of-freedom systems, MDOF, i.e. structures, together with 
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information on ground motion characteristics, rendering it quite impractical for everyday 
use, especially when overly complex structures need to be considered. Additionally the 
response derived from such an analysis is generally very sensitive to the characteristics of 
the ground motions as well as the material models used. 
A simpler option to assess the performance of structures is pushover analysis or 
simplified nonlinear static analysis, even though this also requires as much as possible 
detailed mathematical models of MDOF systems. The method’s applicability is 
increasing continuously in practice because of its relative simplicity. This method 
assumes that the response of a structure can be predicted by the first, or the first few 
modes of vibration, which remain constant throughout its response time. It involves the 
incremental application of loading that follows some predetermined pattern, until the 
failure modes of the structure can be identified, thus producing a force-displacement 
relationship or capacity curve, which gives a clear indication of the nonlinear response. 
The resulting displacement demands from the preceding analysis are then checked and 
the structural performance of the elements is assessed.  
Pushover analysis is included in different codes e.g. in USA (ATC-55, 2005; ASCE, 
2007; FEMA, 2000), in Japan (BCJ, 2009), in Europe (CEN, 2004) and in Turkey 
(MPWS, 2007). Pushover analysis can excess real force acting on brittle elements, 
identify failure mechanism of the structure, estimate inter-storey drifts, formation of 
hinge and sequence of yielding of members, capacity of structure. 
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1.2 Seismicity of Saudi Arabia 
The Arabian Peninsula is frequently strike by earthquake in past few years and the north, 
east and western border of this region is near to seismic active zone. The Arabian plate 
includes Yemen, some part of Iran, Syria and Gulf states strikes with the Turkish plate 
i.e. mountains of Anatolia and Iranian Plate i.e. Zagros mountains. This strike causes 
movement of Arabian plate by 2 centimeters every year which causes expansion in Red 
Sea and produces friction between two plates of Arabian plate in eastern region.  
This is near the Afar Triple Junction as shown in Figure 1.1, which includes three 
divergent boundaries, one tearing the African continent apart, one moving the Saudi 
Peninsula away from Africa, and one moving the Indian Ocean and islands away from 
Africa. Jeddah is near the Red Sea fault which is right in the middle and rides along the 
Red Sea. Not too many strong earthquakes from the Red Sea fault do much damage in 
Jeddah, so their building codes are pretty slack. 
 
 
Figure  1.1: Afar Triple Junctions 
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At the triple junction, the Earth's crust is slowly being ripped apart as shown in Figure 
1.2. This causes continuous earthquakes and fissures hundreds of meters long and deep 
appearing in the ground. 
 
 
Figure  1.2: Triple Junction Ripped due to Earthquakes and Fissures 
 
In late 2005, 163 earthquakes of magnitudes greater than 4 ML were recorded. The 
epicenter of the quake was right next to Jeddah about 70 kilometers off of the coast as 
shown in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure  1.3: Epicenter near Jeddah 
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 The quake was only a 5.5 on the Richter scale, but it lasted for 2 minutes which is what 
caused all the destruction. The primary waves lasted the longest: 1 whole minute. The 
secondary waves and the surface waves each lasted 30 seconds.  
In 2005 Saudi Geological Survey was assigned to monitor seismic activity in the region 
by Saudi cabinet. The Saudi Geological Survey includes the centers affiliated to King 
Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology, King Saud University, King Abdul Aziz 
University, and King Fahd University for Petroleum and Minerals. 
In 2007 Saudi Building code (SBC 301) committee decided to divide The Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia into seven seismic regions as shown in Figure 1.4. 
 
 
Figure  1.4: Seismic Zones of Saudi Arabia (SBC 301) 
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All large cities in western province which includes region 3 and 6 as well as eastern 
province which includes region 2 and 5 are located close to fault zones. As the population 
increases and new areas are developed, the seismic risk to human life and infrastructure 
increases in these region of Saudi Arabia. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Recent awareness of a potential seismic events in low to moderate seismicity regions of 
Saudi Arabia  such as Otaibah, Makkah (2005), Haradh, Eastern Province (2006) , Al-
Hadama, Al-Amid, Al-Qarasa and Yanbu (2009), Eastern Province (August,2010) have 
led to concerns of safety and vulnerability of reinforced concrete buildings, in which 
ductile detailing has not been provided explicitly in the design process. Structures built 
majority in Saudi Arabia are designed primarily for combination of gravity and wind 
loads and are not able to resist seismic loading.  
Gravity load designed (GLD) RC frames in Saudi Arabia have limited lateral load 
resistance and are susceptible to column-side sway or soft-story mechanisms under 
earthquake effects. In some cases, for relatively taller buildings in Saudi Arabia the 
design may have considered lateral forces due to wind loads, it is still important to carry 
out a complete seismic evaluation, since higher mode effects sometimes lead to soft-story 
mechanisms in the mid to upper levels of the building. 
Also Non ductile detailing practice employed in these structures makes them prone to 
potential damage and failure during earthquake. Therefore during an unexpected seismic 
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activity the response of such structures inherited by the ductility and factor of safety 
provided. Hence the evaluation of seismic performance of the structures in Saudi Arabia 
is of interest. 
This study has resulted in the development of a research collaboration between KFUPM 
and Istanbul Technical University (ITU) in Earthquake Engineering and it  involves the 
study of non-linear behavior of the structures in Saudi Arabia when prone to moderate 
seismic earthquake using Pushover technique and focuses on the realistic demand of 
lateral forces and deformations required during inelastic behavior, estimation of the inter-
storey drifts, formation of hinge and sequence of yielding of members, capacity of 
structure, estimation of base shear capacity and roof displacement. 
 
1.4 Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to gain insight into the behavior of typical detailed 
reinforced concrete frames constructed in a seismically active western region of Saudi 
Arabia subjected to moderate earthquake using pushover technique. It aims to encourage 
the inclusion of performance-based concepts in Saudi Arabia building code so that the 
current design practice consulting offices adopt pushover analysis on a regular basis. 
Basically, the objectives of this study are: 
1. To assess the seismic vulnerability of an existing reinforced concrete building in 
Madinah, Saudi Arabia by selecting a typical shear wall frame using pushover 
analysis. 
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2. To identify the formation of plastic hinges and failure mechanism in the typical 
building under the expected design earthquake load. 
3. To investigate various retrofitting schemes to enhance the seismic resisting 
capacity. 
4. To propose various retrofitting strategies and investigate the performance by non-
linear pushover analysis. 
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2. CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The static pushover analysis method, POA, has no strict theoretical base. It is mainly 
based on the assumption that the response of the structure is controlled by the first mode 
of vibration and mode shape, or by the first few modes of vibration, and that this shape 
remains constant throughout the elastic and inelastic response of the structure. This 
provides the basis for transforming a dynamic problem to a static problem.  
Pushover analysis is included in different codes e.g. in USA (ATC-55, 2005; ASCE, 
2007; FEMA, 2000), in Japan (BCJ, 2009), in Europe (CEN, 2004) and in Turkey 
(MPWS, 2007). Pushover analysis can excess real force acting on brittle elements, 
identify failure mechanism of the structure, estimate inter-storey drifts, formation of 
hinge and sequence of yielding of members, capacity of structure. Further explanation of 
pushover analysis, its development and research carried by researcher is explained in the 
following sections. 
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2.2 Pushover Analysis 
Pushover analysis is an incremental static analysis used to determine the force-
displacement relationship, or capacity curve for a structure or structural element. The 
analysis involves applying horizontal loads, in a prescribed pattern, to a structural model. 
The load is increased incrementally by pushing the structure. After few steps members 
start yielding. Then the structural model is modified according to nonlinear load 
deformation diagrams of members that results in a reduced global stiffness of the overall 
structure. The procedure is continued until the structure reaches a limit or collapse state. 
Then the structure capacity is determined by plotting roof displacement and base shear. 
Pushover curves as shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
Figure  2.1: Typical Pushover Curve of a Structure 
 
In the literature, two types of pushover analysis exist which are force controlled and 
displacement controlled. Force controlled pushover procedure should be used when the 
load is known such as gravity loading. On the other hand, pushover analysis is performed 
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as a displacement-controlled proposed by Allahabadi (1987). The magnitude of load 
combination is increased until control displacement reaches a specified value. All internal 
forces and deformations are computed at the target displacement level. Krawinkler and 
Seneviratna (1998) state that the pushover analysis is a very powerful tool to show the 
response of structure which cannot be visualized by elastic or dynamic analysis. Pushover 
analysis also exposes design weaknesses that may remain hidden in an elastic analysis 
[1].  
Although pushover analysis has several advantages over elastic analysis procedures, this 
procedure has some limitations that affect the accuracy of results such as a torsional 
effect in buildings, estimate of target displacement, selection of lateral load patterns and 
identification of failure mechanisms due to higher modes of vibration. 
In the pushover analysis, target displacement can be estimated as the displacement 
demand for the corresponding equivalent SDOF domain through the use of a shape vector 
and equation (Lawson et al 1994). The roof displacement at mass centre of the structure 
is used as target displacement. Moreover, hysteretic characteristics of MDOF systems 
should be incorporated into the equivalent SDOF model if displacement demand is 
affected from stiffness degradation or pinching, strength deterioration and P-∆ effects.  
 
2.3 Conventional Pushover Analysis Methods 
There are three Conventional POA methods which are adopted by FEMA. These methods 
are: 
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• Capacity spectrum Method 
• Displacement Coefficient Method 
• Modal Pushover Analysis 
 
2.3.1 Capacity Spectrum Method 
A nonlinear static analysis procedure that provides a graphical representation of the 
expected seismic performance of the existing or retrofitted structure by the intersection of 
the structure's capacity spectrum with a response spectrum (demand spectrum) 
representation of the earthquake's displacement demand on the structure. The intersection 
is the performance point and the displacement coordinate of the performance point is the 
estimated displacement demand on the structure for the specified level of seismic hazard 
[3, 5]. The proposed procedure consists of following steps: 
1. Obtain pushover curve for MDOF system 
2. Idealize the capacity curve as a bilinear. 
3. Convert the idealized curve to acceleration displacement response spectrum (ADRS) 
format; obtain the capacity diagram as shown in Figure 2.2, by using Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. 
1
aS
V
W
α
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠=      (2.1) 
where 
Sa is spectral acceleration (m/s2) 
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W is weight of the building 
V is base shear (kN) 
α1 is the modal mass participation ratio for first mode 
1
d
r
r1
u
Γ Φ
S =      (2.2) 
where 
Sd is spectral displacement (m),Φr1 is first mode shape function roof level amplitude 
value,Γ1 is fundamental mode modal amplification factor and ur is roof displacement (m) 
 
 
Figure  2.2: Capacity Spectrum obtained from Pushover curve 
 
4. Obtain elastic and inelastic response spectra for 5% damping and various ductility 
levels in ADRS format as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure  2.3: Conversion of Traditional Spectrum to ADRS Spectrum (ATC-40) 
 
Then plot on the same graph capacity and demand curves as shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
 
Figure  2.4: Capacity Spectrum and Demand Spectrum plotted on same graph (ATC-40) 
5. Compute the ductility value at each intersection point on capacity and demand curves. 
When the calculated ductility is equal to the ductility of the inelastic demand curve, that 
intersection point also called performance point is selected as inelastic displacement 
demand of the equivalent SDOF system as shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure  2.5: Performance point using Capacity Spectrum Method (ATC-40) 
 
6. Convert the inelastic displacement demand of the equivalent SDOF system to response 
of MDOF system by using Eq.2.3. 
1r d r1S Γ Φu =      (2.3) 
 
2.3.2 Displacement Coefficient Method 
The displacement coefficient method provides a direct numerical process for calculating 
the displacement demand. It does not require converting the capacity curve to spectral 
coordinates. The coefficient method is used for the calculation of target displacement, δt 
[3, 5]. Brief description of this procedure is given below. 
1. Construct a bilinear representation of the capacity curve as shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure  2.6: Bilinear Representation of Pushover curve (ATC-40) 
 
2. Calculate the effective time period by using Eq.2.4 
i
e i
e
KT T
K
=      (2.4) 
where, 
Te is the effective fundamental period (sec). 
Ti is the elastic fundamental period (sec). 
Ki is the elastic lateral stiffness of the structure. 
Ke is the effective lateral stiffness of the structure. 
3. Calculate the target displacement by using Eqs.2.5 and 2.6 
t 0 1 2 3 dδ C .C .C .C .S=     (2.5) 
2
a e
d 2
TS S g
4π
=      (2.6) 
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In Equation 2.5, δt is the estimated maximum inelastic displacement of the control node. 
Sd is the elastic spectral displacement corresponding to the period Te for the considered 
ground motion.  
C0, C1, C2 and C3 are the coefficients that modify the elastic spectral displacement. These 
coefficients are explained below. 
C0: Modification factor to relate spectral displacement to the MDOF system control node 
displacement. Multiplication of first mode participation factor with the amplitude of the 
first mode vector at the control node level is used as C0. 
C1: Modification factor to relate expected maximum inelastic displacements to 
displacements calculated from linear elastic spectral responses. 
( )1 e sC 1.0 fo T  T= ≥      (2.7) 
( )
1 e
s
e
s
R 1 .T
1.0
TC  for 
R
T  T
−+
= <
   
(2.8) 
a m
y
S C
V
W
R = ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
      (2.9) 
where, 
Sa is response spectrum acceleration, at the effective fundamental period and damping 
ratio of the system in the direction under consideration. 
R is ratio of elastic strength demand to calculated yield strength. 
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Ts is the characteristic period of the response spectrum, defined as the period associated 
with the transition from the constant acceleration segment to constant velocity segment of 
the spectrum. 
Vy is the yield strength calculated using the results of the nonlinear static procedure for 
idealized nonlinear force- deformation curve for the system. 
Cm is the effective modal mass calculated for fundamental mode using Eigenvalues 
analysis. 
W is the weight of the structure. 
C2: Modification factor to represent the effect of pinched hysteretic shape, stiffness 
degradation and strength degradation on maximum displacement response.  
C3: Modification factor to represent increased displacements due to P-∆ effects. C3 is 
accepted as 1 in this study, since P-∆ effects are not considered. 
1
3
.5
e
α .(R 1)
C  1.0 
T
−= +     (2.10) 
where, 
α is ratio of post yield stiffness to effective elastic stiffness as shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure  2.7: Idealization of Pushover Curve (FEMA-356) 
 
2.3.3 Modal Pushover Analysis (MPA) 
Modal Pushover Analysis (MPA) was proposed by Chopra and Goel in 2001. Their 
principle objective was to develop an improved analysis procedure based on the structural 
dynamics theory that has conceptual and computational simplicity with constant load 
pattern [3, 5]. The MPA procedure is summarized in a sequence of following steps: 
1. First the natural frequencies, ωn, and modes, Φn, for linear elastic analysis are 
computed. 
2. Develop a pushover curve i.e. base shear (Vbn) and top displacement (urn) for the force 
distribution using obtained from Eq. 2.11. 
* i
nm.ΦnS =      (2.11) 
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where 
m is the mass matrix. 
Φin is the mode shape of ith mode. 
3. Apply force distribution *nS  incrementally and record the base shears and associated 
roof displacements. The system should push beyond the target roof displacement in the 
selected mode. 
4. Idealize the capacity curve as a bilinear curve using the FEMA-273 procedure. 
5. Develop the (Fsn / Ln)-Dn relation by scaling the horizontal axis by ΓnΦn and by scaling 
the vertical axis by Mn* which is equal to LnΓn as shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure  2.8: (a) Pushover Curve and (b) SDF-System Curve (Chopra and Goel, 2001) 
Figure 2.9 shows the Idealization of pushover curve given by Chopra and Goel, 2001. 
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Figure  2.9: Idealization of Pushover Curve (Chopra and Goel, 2001) 
 
6. Calculate the peak deformation of nth mode inelastic representative SDOF system 
under selected ground motion excitation, Dn. 
7. Convert SDOF system result to MDOF form using Eq.2.12. 
mmo
i
n nΓ .Φu .D=     (2.12) 
where 
Γn is a modal amplification factor for nth mode. 
Φim is shape factor at roof level. 
Dn is the peak response of the representative SDOF system. 
8. Take the results of MDOF responses from pushover database. 
9. Repeat the procedure from step 2 to 8 for other modes. Usually first three modes are 
enough for obtaining required accuracy. 
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10. Determine the total response by combining the peak modal responses by using 
usually Square Root of the Sum of Squares (SRSS) or Complete Quadratic Combination 
(CQC) rule. 
Figure 2.10 shows conceptual explanation of MPA of inelastic MDOF systems. 
 
 
Figure  2.10: Conceptual explanation of MPA of inelastic MDOF systems (Chopra and Goel, 2001) 
 
2.4 Recent Development in Pushover Analysis 
The following review is concerned with studies of the development and application of 
pushover analysis. The findings of previous researchers are given in chronological order. 
 
2.4.1 Adaptive Pushover Analysis (APA) 
Adaptive pushover analysis (APA) is given by Elnashai in 2001. The Adaptive POA 
procedures are mostly concerned with an appropriate estimation of the force vector that is 
going to ‘push’ the structure at each static force increment. The monitoring in the change 
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of the incremental force vector could ensure that the stiffness degradation or strength 
deterioration of the structure is accounted for more realistically, than conventional 
nonlinear static analyses. When the new force vector has been determined, the remaining 
steps of the Adaptive POAs follow those of the Conventional POAs [6]. 
 
2.4.2 Method of Modal Combination (MMC) 
Kalkan and Kunnath (2004) introduced Method of Modal combination. The author 
applied a number of load distributions based on the modal combination rule, to an eight-
storey and a sixteen-storey reinforced concrete building. The pushover analyses results 
provided from the DCM method, were compared with those from nonlinear time-history 
analyses of a typical ground motion. These indicated quite good agreement in the 
estimation of the inter-storey drifts in the eight-storey building but inappropriate for the 
upper levels in the case of the sixteen-storey building [7]. 
 
2.4.3 Force-Based Adaptive Pushover (FAP) 
This procedure is given by Antoniou and Pinho in 2004.They modified the adaptive 
pushover analysis propsed by Elnashai in 2001.In this procedure authors suggested to 
carry out Eigen value analysis at each step and accordingly lateral load is distributed on 
the structure [8]. 
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2.4.4 Displacement-Based Adaptive Pushover (DAP) 
This method is also introduced by Antoniou and Pinho in 2004. The method used 
monotonic lateral incremental displacements instead of monotonic lateral incremental 
forces to obtain the capacity curves. The authors applied it to twelve reinforced concrete 
buildings and compared the results with the force-based method and with nonlinear time-
history analysis. It was concluded that the method was able to provide improved 
predictions of demands with respect to the conventional method. This was appointed to 
the static nature of the method that was used to the possible incorrect updating of the 
displacement vector [9, 10]. 
 
2.4.5 Multi-Modal Pushover Method 
In 2005 Barros and Almeida introduced multi-modal pushover method. The load applied 
in this approach is based on the relative participation of each mode of vibration in the 
elastic response when structure subjected to earthquake. The method was tested on 
different structures and comparisons of the results were done with pushover and time 
history analysis [11]. 
 
2.4.6 Modified Modal Pushover Analysis (MMPA) 
Aschehim et al. (2006) evaluated the Modified Modal Pushover analysis and energy-
based pushover method by studying the behavior of five building models; a three-storey 
and eight-storey steel moment-resisting frames, a reinforced concrete wall building and 
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two weak storey variants of the steel frames. The results showed that the proposed 
method was in general satisfactory to approximate the target displacements and inter-
storey drifts. Furthermore, it was pointed out that conventional pushover procedures 
tended to underestimate the roof displacements. Questionable estimates were obtained for 
the storey shears and the overturning moments. The authors prompted for more 
clarification of the cases where these methods could be reliable [12]. 
 
2.4.7 Factored Modal Combination (FMC) 
Park et al. proposed factored modal combination method in 2007. In this method modal 
contribution were taken along with the directions. The author applied this method to 2D 
models and compared the results with conventional pushover methods [13]. 
 
2.5 Pushover Analysis of Existing Shear Wall Structures 
Rana et al. (2004) conducted a pushover analysis of nineteen storeys, slender concrete 
tower building located in San Francisco with a gross area of 430,000 square feet. Lateral 
system of the building consists of shear walls with arrangement as shown in a typical 
floor plan in Figure 2.11. Typical shear walls are approximately 15 inches thick at the 
15th storey and above, and 27 inches thick at the 14th storey and below, except for the 
transverse walls in the eastern half of the building where approximately 36 inches thick 
shear walls are present at the 6th storey and below. Typical floor plan is of rectangular 
shape and measures approximately 350 x 60 feet. An isometric view of the building is 
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shown in Figure 2.12, with some of the gravity beams and columns removed for clarity. 
The building was designed per 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) with an intended 
performance objective of Life Safety under design seismic event [14]. 
 
 
Figure  2.11: Typical Floor Plan and Wall Arrangement 
 
 
Figure  2.12: Isometric View of Analyzed Concrete Tower Building 
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Upon performing the various pushover runs shear hinges were found by Rana et al. at a 
few walls and spandrel locations which was considered undesirable for the performance 
objective. By performing trial runs with arbitrarily increased shear strength of the shear 
hinges at these locations, shear strengthening requirement was quantified as a factor of 
original shear strength. After strengthening the building; Rana et al found capacity curves 
to meet the demand curve by carrying out pushover analysis. The capacity curves and 
hinge formation are shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14. 
 
 
Figure  2.13: Pushover Capacity Curve and Performance Point 
 
 
Figure  2.14: Building Deformation and Hinge Development at Performance Point 
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Goksu et al. (2006) performed a pushover analysis of typical RC building in Turkey. 
They investigated the behavior of existing and retrofitted building frame by RC or CFRP 
jackets. The building was constructed in 1970’s and has all typical construction faults 
[15]. The typical plan of the building is shown in Figure 2.15. 
 
Figure  2.15: Typical Plan of the Building 
 
The pushover curves for original and retrofitted structures in x and y directions are 
presented in Figure 2.16 for CFRP and reinforced concrete jacketing cases. Typical 
hinges formations are shown in Figure 2.17. 
 
 
Figure  2.16: Pushover curves for Original and Retrofitted Structures 
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Figure  2.18: Typical Plan of Spear Building 
After analysis Phino et al. plotted push over curves against dynamic results shown in 
Figure 2.19. The comparisons with the results obtained with nonlinear dynamic analysis 
of a verified model of the structure seemed to show that; overall, all NSPs tend to lead to 
reasonably satisfactory results. 
 
 
Figure  2.19: Pushover Curves in x and y directions 
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Fahjan et al. carried (2010) out Nonlinear static analysis of existing reinforced build with 
shear wall. They modeled shear walls by Mid-Pier and shell element method for existing 
school building [17]. The physical models are shown in Figure 2.20. 
 
 
Figure  2.20: Existing School Building Model 
 
Fahjan et al. concluded that the pushover analysis for FEM356 and Fiber approaches for 
the Mid-pier model showed same results. Mid-pier and shell element method gives 
approximately same results. Typical pushover curves and hinge formation are shown in 
Figs. 2.21 and 2.22 
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Figure  2.21: Pushover Curves for Existing School Buildings 
 
 
Figure  2.22: Formation of hinge at performance point 
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2.6 Strengthening of Columns 
2.6.1 Strengthening of the Column by FRP 
The strengthening of existing column with FRP is very common technique. FRP 
increases the lateral confinement of the column and increase its axial load carrying 
capacity as well as some extent of ductility. FRP of column is done by wrapping, pre-
fabricated shell jacketing and filament winding [18]. 
 
1. Wrapping: Column strengthening by FRP wrapping by FRP composites is 
common practice. FRP sheet is wrapped around the column with the use of 
polymer resins. Figure2.23 shows typical FRP wrapping methods for RC columns 
 
 
Figure  2.23: Typical FRP Wrapping Methods for RC Columns 
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2. Filament Winding: Filament winding principle is same as of wrapping only it 
has continuous fiber strands. Winding is done by computerized winding machine. 
3. Prefabricated shell Jacketing: RC columns can be retrofitted by prefabricated 
FRP shells. The shells are produced using fibre sheets or strands with the 
impregnation of resins effected prior to field installation.  
 
2.6.2 Strengthening of Column by Reinforced Concrete Jacketing 
Reinforced concrete jacketing is one of the oldest techniques used to enhance the seismic 
capacity of the structural members .Reinforced jacketing is applied in cases of heavy 
damaged columns or in cases of insufficient column strength. RC jacketing is done 
depending on the space around the column. It can be done on one, two, three or four sides 
of the column. But it is recommended that columns should be jacketed on all sides. In 
order to achieve the best bond between new and existing concrete, four sided jacketing is 
best. Reinforced concrete jacketing improves column flexural strength and ductility. 
Closely spaced transverse reinforcement provided in the jacket improves the shear 
strength and ductility of the column. Figure 2.24 shows the typical strengthening of 
column by RC jacketing. 
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Figure  2.24:  Typical strengthening of column by RC jacketing 
 
In order to transfer the additional axial load from the old to the new longitudinal 
reinforcement, bent down bars are provided which are intermittent lap welded to bars of 
jacket and longitudinal bars in the existing column exposed for the purpose. Moreover, 
bent-down bars help in good anchorage between existing and new concrete. Figure 2.25 
shows lap welded to bars of jacket and longitudinal bars. 
 
 
Figure  2.25: Lap welded to bars of Jacket and Longitudinal bars 
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2.6.3 Strengthening of Column by Steel Jacketing 
Confining reinforced concrete column in steel jackets is one of the effective methods to 
improve the earthquake resistant capacity. As compared with conventional hoops or 
spirals, steel jacket has two more remarkable advantages 
 1) Easily provide a large amount of transverse steel, hence strong confinement to the 
compressed concrete.  
2) Prevent spalling off of the shell concrete. Spalling of the shell concrete may be 
considered as the main reason for deterioration of bond and buckling of longitudinal bars 
of columns and is hardly prevented by conventional hoops.  
Because of these advantages of the steel jacket, confining method utilizing steel jacket 
has been increasingly used to retrofit or strengthen the existing reinforced concrete 
columns without adequate detailing. Figure 2.26 shows typical strengthening of column 
by steel jacketing. 
 
 
Figure  2.26: Typical strengthening of column by steel jacket 
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Some studies have shown that steel jacketing is an effective retrofit technique for 
seismically-deficient concrete columns. Based on satisfactory laboratory results, steel 
jackets have been employed to retrofit both circular and rectangular columns around the 
world. For circular columns, two half-circle steel shells, which have been rolled to a 
radius equal to the column radius plus ½ in. to 1 in. (13 mm to 25 mm) for clearance, are 
positioned over the portion of the column to be retrofitted, and the vertical seams are then 
welded. The space between the jacket and the column is flushed with water and then 
filled with a high-strength cement grout. To avoid any significant increase in the column 
flexural strength, a gap of approximately 2 in. (50 mm) is typically provided between the 
end of the jacket and any supporting member (e.g., footing, cap beam, or girders) since at 
large drift angles the jacket can act as a compression member as it bears against the 
supporting members. 
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3. CHAPTER 3 
PUSHOVER ANALYSIS OF RC FRAME 
 
3.1 Structural Analysis Using SAP2000 
The structural analysis program SAP2000 is a software package from Computers and 
Structures, which is based on the finite element method for modeling and analysis. Also it 
has the capability of designing and optimizing building structures. Among the features 
introduced by the analysis engine of SAP2000 are Eigen value analysis, static and 
dynamic analysis, linear and nonlinear analysis, and pushover analysis. The analytical 
modeling used in this software is the member type model which means that beams or 
columns are modeled using single elements. The inelasticity formed in these single 
elements is assumed to be concentrated at the ends of the element, which is the case in 
the behavior of building elements during earthquake excitation. The hysteretic response 
of the concentrated plasticity at the ends of a member can be described by a moment 
curvature relationship. 
SAP2000 can specify for each material one or more stress-strain curves that are used to 
generate nonlinear hinge properties in frame elements. The different curves can be used 
for different parts of a frame cross section. For example, in a RC material, SAP2000 can 
specify stress-strain curves for confined RC, unconfined RC, longitudinal reinforcing 
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steel, and hoop confinement reinforcing steel. For steel and other metal materials, 
SAP2000 typically only specify one stress-strain curve.  
A variety of cross sections are available in SAP2000 element library. These sections 
include rectangular sections as used for modeling the beams and columns of the RC 
buildings. Also, the cross sections used for steel building are chosen from the built-in 
European sections included in the steel sections library.  
SAP2000 is utilized in this study for pushover analysis because it provides the following 
features: 
• Nonlinear static analysis procedures are specially designed in SAP2000 to handle 
the sharp drop-off in load carrying capacity of frame hinges used in pushover 
analysis. 
• It allows displacement control nonlinear static analysis procedures, so that the 
structure can be pushed to a desired target displacement. 
• Display capabilities in the graphical user interface to generate and plot pushover 
curves, including demand and capacity curves in spectral ordinates are very user 
friendly. 
• Also it is capable to plot and get information about the state of every hinge 
formed at each step in the pushover analysis. 
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3.2 Element Description of SAP2000 
3.2.1 Frame Element 
Frame element is a prismatic or non-prismatic line element. Element can be divided into 
segments. The frame element has all six degrees of freedom at ends [19]. Element has its 
own local axis and the axes of this local system are denoted 1, 2and 3 as shown in Figure 
3.1.  
 
 
Figure  3.1: The Frame Element 
 
3.2.2 Shell Element 
The Shell element is a three or four node formulation that combines separate membrane 
and plate bending behavior. The four joint elements do not have to be planar. The Shell 
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elements have all six degrees of freedom at each end [19]. The four node quadrilateral 
and three node triangular shell element are shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. 
 
 
Figure  3.2: Four-node Quadrilateral Shell Element 
 
 
Figure  3.3: Three-node Triangular Shell Element 
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3.3 Frame Hinge Properties 
SAP2000 introduces the capability of providing plastic hinges at discrete user defined 
hinges along the clear length of a frame element. The plastic hinge represents the post-
yield behavior in one or more degree of freedom. Uncoupled moment, torsion, axial force 
and shear hinges are available to be modeled along the frame element. Also,  P-M2-M3 
hinge which yields based on the interaction of axial force and bending moments at the 
hinge location can be modeled. More than one type of hinge can exist at the same 
location, for example, the user might assign both M3 (moment) and V2 (shear) hinge to 
the same end of a frame element. Hinge properties can be assigned by available default 
hinges or either by user defined hinges. Default hinge properties are provided based on 
FEMA-356 criteria. 
Hinge length is the distance over which the plastic strain or plastic curvature is 
integrated. Some guidelines like FEMA-356 give some recommendations for hinge 
length. Typically this length is taken as a fraction of the element length, and is often in 
the order of the depth of the section, particularly for moment-rotation hinges. Hinge 
length can be used to obtain full nonlinear behavior all over the total element length. This 
can be achieved by inserting a specified number of hinges each have a specified length 
such that the number of hinges times the hinge length gives the total length of the 
element. In this study, the potential plastic hinges are located at the ends of the element, 
since this is the location of the maximum straining actions for beams or columns during 
earthquake. 
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The plastic deformation curve is a force-displacement (moment-rotation) curve that gives 
the yield value and the plastic deformation following yield. This is done in terms of a 
curve with values at five points, A-B-C-D-E, as shown in Figure 3.4. The user can 
specify a symmetric curve, or one that differs in the positive and negative direction. 
 
 
Figure  3.4: Force-Displacement or Moment-Rotation Curve for A Hinge Definition Used In Sap2000 (Plastic 
Deformation Curve) 
 
The plastic deformation curve is characterized by the following points: 
• Point A is origin. 
• Point B is yielding state. No deformation occurs in the hinge up to point B, 
regardless of the deformation value specified for point B.  
• Point C represents the ultimate capacity for pushover analysis. 
• Point D represents the residual strength for pushover analysis. 
• Point E represents total failure. Beyond point E the hinge will drop load down to 
point F (not shown) directly below point E on the horizontal axis. If the user does 
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not want the hinge to fail this way, a large value for the deformation at point E 
can be specified. 
The user may specify additional deformation measures at points IO (immediate 
occupancy), LS (life safety), and CP (collapse prevention). These are informational 
measures that are reported in the analysis results and used for performance-based design. 
They do not have any effect on the behavior of the structure. 
 Prior to reaching point B, the deformation is linear and occurs in the frame element 
itself, not the hinge. Plastic deformation beyond point B occurs in the hinge in addition to 
any elastic deformation that may occur in the element. When the hinge unloads 
elastically, it does so without any plastic deformation, i.e., the unloading path is parallel 
to line A-B.  
Curve scaling permits that the force-displacement (moment-rotation) curve of the hinge 
can be defined by entering normalized values and specify the required scale factor. Often, 
the normalized values are based on the yield force (moment) and yield displacement 
(rotation), so that the normalized values for point B on the curve would be (1,1). Any 
deformation given from A to B is not used. This means that the scale factor on 
deformation is actually used to scale the plastic deformation from point B to C, C to D, 
and D to E. However, it may still be convenient to use the yield deformation for scaling. 
When default hinge properties are used, the program automatically uses the yield values 
for scaling. These values are calculated based on the frame section properties and the 
yield stress provided for the element material. 
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In this study user defined hinge properties are utilized. Also, only two types of hinges are 
used to simulate the plastic hinge formation through the nonlinear behavior of the 
structure. The first is the coupled axial and moment hinge (PMM) which is assigned to 
the column elements. The hinge properties of this type are created based on the 
interaction surface that represents where yielding first occurs for different combinations 
of axial force, minor moment , and major moment acting on the section. The second type 
is the moment hinge (M-φ) which is assigned to the beam elements.  
Interaction surface and moment rotation diagrams for column and beams are obtained 
using XTRACT fiber analysis software which is explained in section. For concrete 
Mander stress-strain relation is utilized and explained in section 3.7.1. For steel 
Kinematic nonlinear model is selected and explained in section 3.7.2. For CFRP 
strengthened member Lam and Teng Model (2003) is used for confined concrete by 
CFRP explained in section 3.7.3. 
During the analysis, once a hinge yields for the first time, i.e., once the values of axial 
load and moment first reach the interaction surface, a net moment-rotation curve is 
interpolated to the yield point from the given curves. This curve is used for the rest of the 
analysis for that hinge. If the values of axial load and the moment change from the values 
used to interpolate the curve, the curve is adjusted to provide an energy equivalent 
moment-rotation curve. This means that the area under the moment rotation curve is held 
fixed, so that if the resultant moment is smaller, the ductility is larger. This is consistent 
with the underlying stress strain curves of axial fibers in the cross section. 
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3.4 Hinge Unloading Method 
SAP2000 provides three different member unloading methods to redistribute load and 
remove load from hinge [19]. 
 
3.4.1 Unload Entire Structure Method 
 In the "Unload Entire Structure" option, when the hinge reaches point C on its force 
displacement diagram the software try to increase the base shear until the increase in 
lateral deformation otherwise base shear is reduced by reversing the lateral load till the 
force in that hinge is consistent with the value at point D on its force-displacement curve. 
All elements unload and lateral displacement is reduced since the base shear is reduced. 
After the hinge is fully unloaded, base shear is again increased, lateral displacement 
begins to increase and other elements of the structure start taking load that was released 
from the unloaded hinge. The method fails when two hinge compete in loading e.g. one 
hinge requires increase in applied load and second hinge require decrease in applied load. 
Pushover curve obtained by using member unloading method is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure  3.5: Pushover Curve by Unload Entire Structure Method 
 
3.4.2 Apply Local Redistribution Method 
In the "Apply Local Redistribution" option, only the element containing the hinge is 
unloaded instead of unloading the entire structure. If the program proceeds by reducing 
the base shear when a hinge reaches point C, the hinge unloading is performed by 
applying a temporary internal load that unloads the element. After unloading of hinge the 
applied temporary load is reversed and transfer to other members. Pushover curve 
obtained by using apply local redistribution method is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure  3.6: Pushover curve by Apply Local Redistribution method 
 
3.4.3 Restart Using Secant Stiffness Method 
In the "Restart Using Secant Stiffness" option, whenever any hinge reaches point C on a 
force - displacement curve, hinges are changed base on secant stiffness properties and 
then analysis is done. On the other hand, this method may also give solutions where the 
other two methods fail due to hinges with small (nearly horizontal) negative slopes. 
Pushover curve obtained by using restart using stiffness method is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure  3.7: Pushover curve by Restart Using Secant Stiffness method 
 
Although pushover curves obtained from each method have the same base shear capacity 
and maximum lateral displacement, pushover analysis is generally performed by using 
"Unload Entire Structure" unloading method with "Save Positive Increments Only" 
option because "Unload Entire Structure" is the most efficient method and uses a 
moderate number of total and null steps. However, "Apply Local Redistribution" requires 
a lot of very small steps and null steps that the unloading branch of pushover curve could 
not be observed usually. "Restart Loading Using Secant Stiffness" is the least efficient 
method.  
 
3.5 Static Pushover Analysis in SAP2000 
The following are the general sequence of steps involved in performing nonlinear static 
pushover analysis using SAP2000 in the present study: 
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1. The model of the structure is created. 
2. Frame elements are adequately designed. For RC elements, the appropriate 
reinforcement ratios are provided for the assumed cross sections. For steel 
elements, the assumed sections are checked to be adequate. 
3. Frame hinge properties are defined and assigned to the frame elements. 
4. Load cases that are needed in the pushover analysis are defined, these loads cases 
includes: 
• Gravity loads and other loads that may be acting on the structure before 
the lateral seismic loads are applied. 
• Lateral loads that will be used to push the structure. 
5. The nonlinear static analysis cases to be used for pushover analysis are defined, 
these cases includes: 
• A sequence of one or more cases that start from zero initial condition and 
apply gravity and other fixed loads using load control as shown in Figure 
3.8. 
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Figure  3.8: Force Control Option for Gravity Loads 
 
• One or more pushover cases that start from previous cases loaded with 
gravity and fixed loads. These later pushover cases should be applied 
under displacement control. The monitored displacement is usually at the 
top of the structure and is used to plot the pushover curve as shown in 
Figure 3.9. 
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Figure  3.9: Displacement Control Option for Lateral Loads 
 
6. Set the nonlinear parameter for pushover analysis as shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
 
Figure  3.10: Nonlinear Parameters for Pushover Analysis 
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7. Pushover analysis cases are set to run. 
8. At the last step, SAP2000 software plots the pushover curve, the deformed shape 
showing the hinge states, force and moment plots, and reports any other results 
needed. 
 
3.6 Section Analysis Using XTRACT 
XTRACT is a cross sectional analysis program. It can create Axial Force-Moment 
Interactions, Moment Curvatures and Moment-Moment Interactions.  
XTRACT offers six material models. Unconfined and Confined concrete Mander model, 
Bilinear with Parabolic Strain Hardening, Bilinear Steel, Menegotto Pinto, and a User 
Defined. In this study Mander models for Unconfined and confined concrete Bilinear 
steel with parabolic strain hardening and user defined model for CFRP is used [20]. 
XTRACT is utilized in this study to obtain hinge properties for beams, columns and shear 
walls which were inserted in SAP2000. Following are the steps involve of modeling and 
analysis of sections.  
1. Create a section using design templates available in XTRACT or by user can 
create any arbitrary section using section builder tools as shown in Figs. 3.11 and 
3.12. 
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Figure  3.11: Built in Section Available in XTRACT 
 
 
Figure  3.12: Non Standard Sections in XTRACT 
 
2. Input the section properties as shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure  3.13: Section Properties Design Log 
 
3. Input the parameters for unconfined concrete as shown in Figure 3.14. 
 
 
Figure  3.14: Input for Unconfined Concrete 
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4. Input Parameters for Confined concrete as shown in Figure 3.15. 
 
 
Figure  3.15: Input Parameters for Confined Concrete 
 
5. Input parameters for Steel as shown in Figure 3.16. 
 
 
Figure  3.16: Input Parameters for Steel 
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6. Create a meshing of section as shown in Figure 3.17. 
 
 
Figure  3.17: Meshing Option for Section 
 
7. Run analysis for Axial Force-Moment Interactions, Moment Curvatures and 
Moment-Moment Interactions and get the results as shown in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. 
 
 
Figure  3.18: Moment Curvature for T-Beam 
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Figure  3.19: Force-Moment Interaction Curve for Circular Column 
 
3.7 Material Models 
3.7.1 Mander Concrete Model 
Mander et al. developed a stress-strain model for concrete subjected to uniaxial 
compressive loading and confined by transverse reinforcement [21]. The stress-strain 
model is illustrated in Figure 3.20. The model is based on an equation suggested by 
Popovics (1973).The axial stress of confined concrete is given by 
'
1
cc
c r
f xr
r x
σ = − +     (3.1) 
'
ccf is the confined concrete compressive strength 
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c
cc
x ε= ε      
(3.2) 
cε is the longitudinal compressive concrete strain 
'
'1 5 1
cc
cc co
co
f
f
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ε = ε + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦    
(3.3) 
as suggested by Richart et al. (1928), where 'cof  and coε  = the unconfined concrete 
strength and corresponding strain and 
sec
c
c
Er
E E
= −      
(3.4) 
where '4700c coE f= MPa and 
'
cc
sec
cc
fE = ε  
 
 
Figure  3.20: Stress-Strain Model of Confined and Unconfined Concrete (Mander et al., 1988) 
 
For circular Section the confined concrete compressive strength is given by 
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' '
' '
' '
7.941.254 2.254 1 2l lcc co
co co
f ff f
f f
⎡ ⎤= − + + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦   
(3.5) 
'
lf is the affective lateral confining pressure and is given by  
' 0.5l e s yhf k f= ρ      (3.6) 
ek is the confinement effectiveness coefficient and for circular hoops 
'
1
2
1
s
e
cc
s
dk
−
= −ρ
      
(3.7) 
s' and ds are the vertical clear space between hoops and diameter of hoop as shown in 
Figure 3.21. 
 
 
Figure  3.21: Effectively Confined Core for Circular Hoop Reinforcement (Mander et al. ,1988) 
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For rectangular section the confined concrete compressive strength is given 
' '
' '
' '
7.941.254 2.254 1 2l lcc co
co co
f ff f
f f
⎡ ⎤= − + + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
  (3.8)
 
The lateral confining stress on the concrete is given in the x direction as 
sx
lx yh x yh
c
Af f f
sd
= = ρ      (3.9)
 
And in the y direction as 
sy
ly yh y yh
c
A
f f f
sb
= = ρ      (3.10)
 
sxA , syA and yhf the total area of transverse bars running in the x and y directions and yield 
strength of the transverse reinforcement respectively. 
'
lx e x yhf k f= ρ      (3.11) 
'
lx e x yhf k f= ρ      (3.12) 
( )
( )
2' ' '
1
1 1 1
6 2 2
1
n
i
i c c c c
e
cc
w s s
b d b d
k
=
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟− − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠= −ρ
∑
   
(3.13) 
where 'iw is the ith clear distance between adjacent longitudinal bars as shown in Figure 
3.22. 
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Figure  3.22: Effectively Confined Core for Rectangular Hoop Reinforcement (Mander et al. ,1988) 
 
3.7.2 Kinematic Nonlinear Steel Model 
The bilinear with parabolic strain hardening model is utilized for reinforcement having 
strain hardening 0.01 and ultimate strain capacity 0.05. This model is typically used to 
describe the stress strain behavior of longitudinal steel in pure tension (or compression).  
The model is based on an elastic-perfectly plastic, parabolic strain hardening type 
behavior. The stress-strain model is illustrated in Figure 3.23. 
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'
'
2
2= 
( )
c
t
c
f
E E
ε −       
(3.16)
 
 
 
Figure  3.24: Lam and Teng’s stress-strain model of FRP –confined concrete (Lam and Teng 2003a) 
where 2E is the slope of the linear second portion, given by 
' '
2
cc c
ccu
f fE −= ε       (3.17) 
Eq.3.19 gives the value of  'ccf  (maximum confined concrete compressive strength) and 
lf (maximum confinement pressure) and by adding fψ  = 0.95 (Lam and Teng 2003). 
' ' 3.3cc c f a lf f f= +ψ κ      (3.18) 
2 f f fe
l
E nt
f
D
ε=
     
(3.19) 
where, 'cf = unconfined concrete compressive strength 
aκ = the efficiency factor accounts for the geometry of the section,  
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D = equivalent circular cross sectional diameter for non-circular section and explained in 
section 3.7.3.2 
In Eq.3.20, the effective strain level in the FRP at failure feε is  
fe fuεε = κ ε      (3.20) 
εκ =Premature failure strain efficiency factor for FRP 
Minimum value of εκ is 0.55 and confinement ratio '/l cf f   is 0.08. These minimum 
values (that is, '/ 0.073fu f cf nt f D ≥ ) should be used. It is the minimum level of 
confinement required to assure a non-descending second branch in the stress-strain 
performance, as shown by Curve (d) in Figure 3.25.  
 
 
Figure  3.25: Schematic stress-strain behavior of unconfined and confined RC columns 
 
Eq.3.21 gives ccuε  the maximum compressive strain in FRP confined concrete. ccuε should 
not be greater than the limit in Eq. 3.22  
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0.45
'
' '1.50 12
fel
ccu c b
c c
f
f
⎡ ⎤ε⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ε = ε + κ ⎢ ⎥ε⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦     
(3.21) 
bκ = the efficiency factor accounts for the geometry of the section 
0.01ccuε ≤      (3.22) 
• FRP Jacketing of Circular Sections 
FRP jackets give more confinement to circular sections. For circular cross sections, the 
shape factors aκ and bκ in Eqs. 3.18 and 3.21, respectively, can be taken as 1.0. 
• FRP Jacketing of Non-circular Sections 
Different studies showed that FRP jacketing increases marginal axial capacity of square 
and rectangular sections.  
 
 
Figure  3.26: Equivalent Circular Cross Section (Lam and Teng 2003b) 
 
2 2D b h= +      (3.23) 
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The shape factors aκ and bκ is obtained using Eqs. 3.24 and 3.25. 
2
e
a
c
A b
A h
⎡ ⎤κ = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦      
(3.24)
 
Ae = effective confined concrete area 
Ac confined concrete area 
h/b = side aspect ratio 
0.5
e
b
c
A b
A h
⎡ ⎤κ = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦     
(3.25) 
The generally accepted theoretical approach for the definition of Ae consists of four 
parabolas within which the concrete is fully confined, and outside of which negligible 
confinement occurs as shown in Figure 3.26. The shape of the parabolas and the resulting 
effective confinement area is a function of the dimensions of the column (b and h), the 
radius of the corners rc, and the longitudinal steel reinforcement ratio ρg, and can be 
expressed as 
2 2( 2 ) ( 2 )
1
3
1
c c
g
ge
c g
b hh r b r
h b
AA
A
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦− −ρ
= −ρ   
(3.26)
 
where 
rc is the corner radius 
Ae is the effective confined area 
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Ac is the concrete area  
gρ is the steel ratio 
 
3.8 Shear Wall Modeling 
Shear walls are modeled as 3D solid element, 2D shell element or as frame element. 
Detail of these element models are given in following section [17]. 
 
3.8.1 Finite Element Models 
Nonlinear solid elements are used to model continuum finite element model available in 
software as ANSYS, ABAQUS, etc. Concrete is modeled based on the flow theory of 
plasticity, Von Mises yield criterion, isotropic hardening and associated flow rule.  
 
3.8.2 Multilayer Shell Element Method 
The shear wall is modeled using a smeared multi-layer shell elements. The shell element 
is composed of layers having thickness and each layer has its own properties as shown 
Figure 3.27. 
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4. CHAPTER 4 
MODELLING OF EXISTING BUILDING FRAME 
WITH SHEAR WALL USING SAP2000 
 
4.1 Description of Building 
The structure is an existing building located in Madinah, Saudi Arabia constructed in 
1996.The building has eight stories with typical storey height 3.2m for five stories and 
the rest of three stories height are 4.2m,2.4m and 5m.Plan area of the building is 40 x 40 
m. The building has a dome, reinforced concrete frame, elevator shafts and ribbed and 
flat slab systems at different floor levels. The building was designed according to ACI 
318-89 specification. The typical plans of the building are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure  4.1: Typical Plan of Building 
 
4.2 Frame Selected for Analysis 
A typical planar shear wall frame has been selected to study the seismic performance of 
the building. The frame consists of two shear wall and 7 bays. Each storey has different 
sections of beams and columns. The Figure 4.2 shows a selected frame of existing 
building for analysis.  
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Figure  4.2: Selected Frame for Analysis 
 
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 shows elevation of the selected frame modeled with Shell Element and 
Mid-Pier models. 
 
 
Figure  4.3: Elevation of Selected Frame Modeled Using the Shell Element Method 
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Figure  4.4: Elevation of Selected Frame Modeled Using Mid-Pier Method 
 
4.3 Material Properties 
The mechanical properties of reinforcement and concrete used in the design and 
maintained in the construction phase are shown in Table.4.1 
 
Table  4.1: Material Properties for Structural Elements 
Properties MPa 
Compressive Strength of concrete, 'cf  30 
Modulus of Elasticity of concrete, cE  25743 
Tensile strength of Rebar, yf  420 
Ultimate strength of Rebar, uf  620 
Modulus of Elasticity of steel, sE  200000 
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4.4 Dimensions of the Structural Members 
The dimension and reinforcements of the structural member sections are shown in Tables 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. 
 
Table  4.2: Shear Wall Reinforcement Details 
Shear 
Wall 
Width 
(mm) 
Length 
(mm) 
Vertical 
Reinforcement 
Horizontal 
Reinforcement 
SW200 200 7200 Ф12 @ 200mm Ф12 @ 200mm 
SW300 300 4200 Ф12 @ 200mm Ф12 @ 200mm 
 
Table  4.3: Column Dimensions and Reinforcement Details 
Column b (mm) h (mm) Longitudinal Reinforcement Ties 
1A13 300 600 14Ф22 3Ф10 @ 142mm 
2A13 300 500 12Ф22 3Ф10 @ 142mm 
3A13 300 500 12Ф22 3Ф10 @ 142mm 
4A13 300 400 10Ф16 2Ф10 @ 167mm 
5A13 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
6A13 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
7A13 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
8A13 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
1A11 300 600 14Ф22 2Ф10 @ 167mm 
2A11 300 600 14Ф20 2Ф10 @ 167mm 
3A11 300 600 14Ф20 2Ф10 @ 167mm 
4A11 300 400 10Ф16 2Ф10 @ 167mm 
5A11 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
6A11 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
7A11 300 300 8Ф16 2Ф10 @ 200mm 
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Table  4.4:Beam Dimensions and Reinforcement Details 
Beam 
b 
(mm) 
h 
(mm) 
Bottom 
Reinforcement
Top Reinforcement 
Stirrups Mid 
span 
Left 
support
Right 
support 
K5 200 500 3Ф14 3Ф25 3Ф25 3Ф25 Ф8 @ 200mm 
K9 300 500 3Ф16 6Ф25 6Ф25 6Ф25 Ф10 @ 150mm 
K10 300 500 3Ф25 3Ф16 6Ф25 3Ф22 Ф10 @ 100mm 
K11 300 500 3Ф25 3Ф16 3Ф25 6Ф25 Ф10 @ 100mm 
K16 500 500 8Ф20 4Ф14 4Ф14 4Ф14 Ф8 @ 100mm 
K17 500 500 11Ф25 6Ф20 6Ф20 6Ф20 Ф8 @ 50mm 
K28 300 900 4Ф25 4Ф16 4Ф16 4Ф16 Ф8 @ 200mm 
 
4.5 Gravity Loads 
The loads on the frame are according to the Saudi Building Code for Loads and Forces 
Requirements (SBC 301) [23]. Dead and live loads used in the design are summarized in 
Table 4.5. Dead loads consist of the weight of slabs, flooring for a selected frame, 
flooring for the roof, internal partitions and electromechanical devices. It should be noted 
that SAP2000 analysis program automatically estimates the own weight of the structural 
elements and include it in the elastic analysis. 
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Table  4.5: Applied load on Structure 
Load Description Load value (KN/m2) 
Slab (0.1 m) 2.375 
Flooring for typical floors 0.935 
Flooring for the roof 1.425 
Super Imposed Load (Includes Partition, electro-mechanical 
utilities, false ceiling etc.) 
0.5 
Live loads for typical floors 4.8 
Live loads for roof 2.4 
 
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the applied dead load on the typical existing frame for Shell 
element and Mid-Pier model. 
 
Figure  4.5: The Dead Load Acting on the Frame Modeled Using Shell Element Model 
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Figure  4.6: The Dead Load Acting on the Frame Modeled Using Mid-Pier Model 
 
Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show the applied live load on the typical existing frame for Shell 
element and Mid-Pier model. 
 
 
Figure  4.7: Live Load acting on the Frame Modeled Using Shell Element Model 
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Figure  4.8: Live Load Acting on the Frame Modeled Using Mid-Pier Model 
 
4.6 Fundamental Time Period of Typical Frame 
The fundamental time period of the frame is determined by carrying out modal analysis 
of frame in SAP2000.The time period and frequencies of the first three modes obtained 
from SAP2000 are shown in Table 4.6. 
 
Table  4.6: Modal Time Period and Frequency for Shell Element and Mid-Pier Model 
Modal Properties 
Mode 
1 2 3 
Period (sec) 0.612 0.296 0.201 
Frequency(rad/sec) 1.634 3.374 4.967 
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Figs. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 shows first three mode shapes of the typical frame for Shell 
element model. 
 
 
Figure  4.9: 1st Mode Shape of Frame for Shell Element Model 
 
 
Figure  4.10: 2nd Mode Shape of Frame for Shell Element Model 
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Figure  4.11: 3rd Mode Shape of Frame for Shell Element Model 
 
Figs. 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 shows first three mode shapes of the typical frame for Mid-Pier 
model. 
 
 
Figure  4.12:  1st mode shape of frame for Mid-Pier model 
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Figure  4.13: 2nd Mode Shape of Frame for Mid-Pier Model 
 
 
Figure  4.14: 3rd Mode Shape of Frame for Mid-Pier Model 
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4.7 Response Spectrum 
According to SBC 301 the response spectrum curve shall be developed as indicated in 
Figure 4.15 [23]. 
 
 
Figure  4.15: Response Spectrum Curve 
 
Following are the steps involved to determine the response spectrum [23]: 
1. For periods less than or equal to To, the design spectral response acceleration, Sa, 
shall be taken as given by Eq.4.1. 
0.4 0.6a DS
o
TS S
T
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠     
(4.1) 
2. For periods greater than or equal to To and less than or equal to Ts, the design 
spectral response acceleration, Sa, shall be taken as equal to SDS. 
3. For periods greater than Ts, the design spectral response acceleration, Sa, is given 
by Eq.4.3. 
To= 0.2 SD1/SDS     (4.2) 
Ts= SD1/SDS      (4.3) 
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SDS= the design spectral response acceleration at short periods 
SD1 = the design spectral response acceleration at 1-sec period, in units of g-sec 
T = the fundamental period of the structure (sec) 
4. Spectral response acceleration at short periods, SDS and at 1-sec period are 
determined from Eqs.4.4 and 4.5 
2
3DS MS
S S=
      
(4.4) 
1 1
2
3D M
S S=
      
(4.5) 
where 
SMS and SM1 are the maximum considered earthquake spectral response acceleration for 
short periods and at 1-sec.SMS and SS1 are determined by Eqs.4.6 and 4.7 
MS a sS F S=      (4.6) 
1 1M vS F S=      (4.7) 
where 
Ss and S1 are the mapped maximum considered earthquake spectral response acceleration 
at short periods and at 1-sec and for Madinah Ss and S1 are 0.3 and 0.11. Fa and Fv are 
defined in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 [23]. Values of Fa and Fv for intermediate values of Ss and 
S1 are determined by straight-line interpolation. 
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Table  4.7: Values of Fa Function of Site Class and Mapped Short Period Maximum Considered Earthquake 
Spectral Acceleration 
Site 
Class  
Mapped Maximum Considered Earthquake Spectral Response 
Acceleration at Short Periods  
Ss ≤ 0.25  Ss = 0.5  Ss = 0.75  Ss =1.0  Ss ≥ 1.25  
A  0.8  0.8  0.8  0.8  0.8  
B  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  
C  1.2  1.2  1.1  1.0  1.0  
D  1.6  1.4  1.2  1.1  1.0  
 
Table  4.8: Values of Fv Function of Site Class and Mapped 1-Second Period Maximum Considered Earthquake 
Spectral Acceleration 
Site Class  
Mapped Maximum Considered Earthquake Spectral Response 
Acceleration at 1-Second Periods  
S1 ≤ 0.1  S1 = 0.2  S1 = 0.3  S1 = 0.4  S1 ≥ 0.5  
A  0.8  0.8  0.8  0.8  0.8  
B  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  
C  1.7  1.6  1.5  1.4  1.3  
D  2.4  2.0  1.8  1.6  1.5  
 
By following all these steps the response spectrum for the structure is developed and 
shown in Figure 4.16. 
 
 
Figure  4.16: Design Response Spectrum for Structure 
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4.8 Seismic Loads 
The seismic loads on the existing frame are determined according to SBC 301. The 
equivalent static approach is applied on the frame. Hence, a brief description for the 
procedure in code will be discussed in this section followed by the ratio of the base shears 
relative to the total weight of the frame. 
 
4.8.1 Seismic Load Parameters 
Earthquake characteristics of the existing building frame according to Saudi Building 
Code (SBC 301) and Uniform Building Code (UBC-1997) are shown in the Table 4.9. 
 
Table  4.9: Seismic Parameters for Frame 
Description SBC301 UBC-1997 
Seismic Zone Region 3 2B 
Building Importance factor, I 1.25 1.25 
Local Site class D(Stiff soil) D(Stiff soil) 
Structural behavior response factor, R 6.5 8.5 
Live load participation factor, n 0.25 0.25 
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4.8.2 Seismic Weight 
The Seismic weight of the whole building is the sum of the seismic weights of all the 
floors. The seismic weight of frame is shown in Table 4.10. 
 
Table  4.10: Seismic Weight Acting On Each Storey 
Storey 
Floor height 
(m) 
Dead load 
(kN) 
25% Reduced Live 
Load 
(kN) 
Seismic weight 
(kN) 
8 27.6 1871.258 0 1871.26 
7 22.6 800.3979 27.3699 827.77 
6 20.2 1653.672 386.2197 2039.90 
5 16 1795.328 448.4151 2243.74 
4 12.8 1793.562 448.5132 2242.10 
3 9.6 1814.556 405.5454 2220.10 
2 6.4 1785.911 405.5454 2191.46 
1 3.2 1799.252 408.2922 2207.54 
   ∑Wi= 15843.84 
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4.8.3 Base Shear Calculation 
According to SBC 301 the seismic base shear (V) in a given direction shall be determined 
in accordance with the Eq.4.8 [23]. 
sV C W=      (4.8) 
where 
Cs = the seismic response coefficient  
W = the total dead load  
When the fundamental period of the structure is computed, the seismic design coefficient 
(Cs) shall be determined in accordance with the following Eq.4.9. 
/
DS
s
SC
R I
=
     
(4.9) 
SDS = 0.312(from response spectrum) 
0.312 0.06
6.5 /1.25s
C = =
     
 
The value of the seismic response coefficient, (Cs), need not be greater than the Eq.4.10. 
1
( / )
D
s
SC
T R I
=
     
(4.10) 
SD1 = 0.173 (from response spectrum) 
0.173 0.054
0.612(6.5 /1.25)s
C = = (Governs)   
but shall not be taken less than 
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 0.044 DSCs S I=     (4.11) 
0.044x0.312x1.25=0.01716sC =     
The base shear V acting on the frame in the earthquake direction considered is 
determined by Eq.4.8. 
V=0.054x15843.84=861.3 kN     
 
4.8.4 Vertical Distribution of Seismic Forces 
The lateral seismic force (Fx) induced at any level shall be determined from the following 
Eqs.4.12 and 4.13 [23]. 
Fx vxC V=      (4.12) 
1
k
x x
vx n
k
x i
i
w hC
w h
=
=
∑
     
(4.13) 
where 
Cvx = vertical distribution factor 
V = base shear(kN) 
wi and wx= gravity load applied to level i or x 
hi and hx= the height (m) upto level i or x 
k =  an exponent related to the structure period as follows: 
for period of 0.5 sec or less, k = 1 
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for period of 2.5 sec or more, k = 2 
for period between 0.5 and 2.5 seconds 
By interpolation the value of k determined is 1.056.Using Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 the seismic 
loads acting on each floor level of the frame is calculated and are shown in Table 4.11. 
 
Table  4.11: Seismic Load Acting at Each Floor Level 
Storey 
Seismic weight 
W(kN) 
Height 
h(m) 
h1.056 
(m) 
W x h1.056 
(kN-m) 
Loads 
Fx(kN) 
8 1871.25 5 5.47 10238.73 156.05 
7 827.76 2.4 2.52 2086.48 31.80 
6 2039.89 4.2 4.55 9284.50 141.50 
5 2243.74 3.2 3.42 7663.22 116.80 
4 2242.07 3.2 3.42 7657.53 116.71 
3 2220.10 3.2 3.42 7582.50 115.56 
2 2191.45 3.2 3.42 7484.64 114.07 
1 2207.54 3.2 3.42 7539.60 114.91 
 
Wi∑ =15843.83
  1
n
k
x i
i
w h
=
∑
=59537.15  
 
Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 shows the seismic loads acting on the typical existing frame modeled 
by shell element and Mid-Pier approach. 
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Figure  4.17: The Seismic Load acting on the Frame Modeled Using Shell Element Approach 
 
 
Figure  4.18: The Seismic Load acting on the Frame Modeled Using Mid-Pier Approach 
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5. CHAPTER 5 
NONLINEAR STATIC PUSHOVER ANALYSIS OF 
THE SHEAR WALL FRAME 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Nonlinear static pushover analysis is a special procedure used in performance based 
design for seismic loading in order to demonstrate how building really work by 
identifying modes of failure and potential for progressive collapse. It will be helpful to 
understand how structures will behave when subjected to earthquakes, where it is 
assumed that the elastic capacity of the structure will be exceeded. 
To evaluate the performance of the typical existing frame, nonlinear static pushover 
analysis is used which includes the capacity spectrum method (CSM) that uses the 
intersection of the capacity (pushover) curve and a reduced response spectrum to estimate 
maximum displacement. 
To obtain the pushover curves of the existing frame, SAP2000 structural analysis 
program is utilized. In pushover analysis of the structure, the plastic hinges hypotheses 
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are taken into consideration. In that hypothesis, plastic deformations are considered to 
gather at critical sections called plastic hinge zone and other parts behave linear elastic. 
 
5.2 Effective Flexural Stiffness of Frame Element 
According to ATC-40, FEMA-256 and ASCE-2006, the effective flexural stiffness 
concerning the cracked section of the structural members will be used in Pushover 
analysis. A non-linear static analysis will be performed using the flexural stiffness of the 
uncracked sections by considering the vertical loads compatible with storey lumped mass 
(1D+0.025L). The axial loads obtained from this analysis will be used for calculating the 
effective flexural stiffness values of beams, columns and walls. 
According to ASCE 2006 effective flexural stiffness for different members can be 
determined as shown in the Table 5.1 [24]. 
 
Table  5.1: Effective Stiffness Values 
Component Flexural Rigidity 
Shear 
Rigidity 
Axial 
Rigidity 
Beams Nonprestressed 0.3 EcIg 0.4EcAw - 
Beams pre-stressed EcIg 0.4EcAw - 
Columns Pu ≥ 0.5 'g cA f  0.7 EcIg 0.4EcAw EcAg 
Columns Pu≤ 0.1 'g cA f  or with tension 0.3 EcIg 0.4EcAw EcAg 
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The effective stiffness values for columns are calculated by the linear interpolation 
method. These values are given in Table 5.2. 
 
Table  5.2: Effective Flexural Stiffness Values Concerning the Crack Section of the Columns 
Section 
Axial load 
P(kN) 
Ag (mm) P/( 'c cA f ) 
Effective Flexural  
Rigidity 
(EI)e 
1A13 1590.92 180000 0.29 0.494 
2A13 1415.64 150000 0.31 0.515 
3A13 1246.48 150000 0.28 0.477 
4A13 1074.22 120000 0.30 0.498 
5A13 869.091 90000 0.32 0.521 
6A13 665.76 90000 0.25 0.447 
7A13 554.161 90000 0.21 0.405 
8A13 528.94 90000 0.20 0.396 
1A11 1230.35 180000 0.23 0.428 
2A11 1042.92 180000 0.19 0.393 
3A11 852.85 180000 0.16 0.358 
4A11 632.95 120000 0.18 0.376 
5A11 441.61 90000 0.16 0.364 
6A11 260.031 90000 0.10 0.30 
7A11 90.41 90000 0.03 0.30 
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5.3 Definitions of Plastic Hinges 
The maximum strain values of concrete 0.003 and steel 0.05 (considering strain 
hardening) according to FEMA 356 and ASCE 2006 are used for the definition of the 
interaction curves of plastic hinges at the member ends. 
 
5.3.1 Definition of Plastic Hinges at Beam 
The plastic moment values are calculated by using XTRACT software to define the 
internal force deformation co-relation. For Beam K28, the cross-section details are given 
in Figure 5.1, Mander unconfined concrete model is used at the outer zone from the 
transverse reinforcement and Mander confined concrete model is used for the core 
material. The stress-strain curves obtained from Mander unconfined and confined 
concrete model for beam K28 are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. Hardening of steel material 
is considered and typical stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Figure 5.4.  
 
 
Figure  5.1: Beam K28 Cross sectional Detail 
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Figure  5.2: Mander Unconfined Concrete Model for Beam K28 
 
 
Figure  5.3: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Beam K28 
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Figure  5.4: Steel Stress-Strain Curve for Beam K28 
 
Internal force – deformation relation can be seen from Figure 5.5.  
 
 
Figure  5.5: Beam K28 Moment-Curvature Graph 
 
The moment-curvature obtained from XTRACT is converted into idealized moment-
plastic rotation by using Eqs.5.1 and 5.2. 
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p u yφ = φ −φ      (5.1) 
.p p pLθ = φ      (5.2) 
pφ = Plastic Curvature 
uφ =Ultimate Curvature 
yφ =Yield Curvature 
pθ =Plastic hinge rotation 
pL =Plastic hinge length ( pL =0.5 times depth of the section) 
The moment-rotation relation is introduced to the structural analysis program SAP200 
which will perform the pushover analysis. Figure 5.6 shows the idealized moment 
rotation graph for beam K28. 
 
 
Figure  5.6: Beam K28 Moment-Rotation Idealized curve 
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5.3.2 Definition of Plastic Hinge at the Columns 
Plastic cross-section surfaces are created by XTRACT cross-section analysis software 
program. For Column 1A13, the cross-section details are given in Figure 5.7, Mander 
unconfined concrete model is used at the outer zone from the transverse reinforcement 
and Mander confined concrete model is used for the core material. The stress-strain 
curves obtained from Mander unconfined and confined concrete model for column 1A13 
are shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. Hardening of steel material is considered and typical 
stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Figure 5.10.  
 
 
Figure  5.7: Column 1A13 Cross sectional Detail 
 
 
Figure  5.8: Mander Unconfined Concrete Model for Column 1A13 
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Figure  5.9: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Column 1A13 
 
 
Figure  5.10: Steel Stress-Strain Curve for Column 1A13 
 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 5.11. An interaction surface is created for 0º, 45º 90º 
and 135º and entered to the structural analysis program SAP2000. 
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Figure  5.11: Column 1A13 PMM Interaction Curve 
 
5.3.3 Definition of Plastic Hinge at the Shear Wall for the Mid - Pier Model 
Plastic cross-section surfaces are created by XTRACT cross-section analysis software 
program. For shear wall SW200, the cross-section details are given in Figure 5.12, 
Mander unconfined concrete model is used at the outer zone from the transverse 
reinforcement and the Mander confined concrete model is used for the core material. The 
stress-strain curves obtained from Mander unconfined and confined concrete model for 
shear wall SW200 are shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. Hardening of steel material is 
considered and typical stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Figure 5.15.  
 
 
Figure  5.12: Shear Wall SW200 Cross Sectional Detail 
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Figure  5.13: Mander Unconfined Concrete Model for Shear Wall SW200 
 
 
Figure  5.14: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Shear Wall SW200 
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Figure  5.15: Steel Stress-Strain Curve for Shear Wall SW200 
 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 5.16. An interaction surface is created for 0º, 45º 90º 
and 135º and entered to the structural analysis program SAP2000. 
 
 
Figure  5.16: Shear Wall SW200 PMM Interaction Curve 
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5.4 Pushover Analysis of Existing Typical Shear Wall Frame Modeled 
With Shell Elements 
For a nonlinear analysis of the frame plastic hinges are defined at every column and beam 
end points where a plastic hinge may develop. Plastic hinges defined at the ends of beams 
and columns are shown in Figure 5.17. For beams moment rotation relationship was 
entered to SAP 2000 using user defined hinge property. For columns PMM interacting 
diagram was entered at the angle of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 degrees to 
SAP2000 using user defined hinge property. Shear walls are modeled using shell 
elements. Automatic mesh area option is utilized for meshing of the shear wall.  
 
 
Figure  5.17: Plastic Hinges Defined at the Ends of Beam and Column for Shell Model 
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Before carrying out pushover analysis nonlinear gravity analysis is carried out by 
considering 1D+0.25L load. Then frame is pushed up in both direction i.e. positive and 
negative x upto predefined displacement under constant gravity loads and monotonically 
increasing equivalent seismic loads. The base shear and control node displacements 
values for positive and negative x-directions are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.Pushover 
curves for positive and negative x-directions are shown in Figure 5.18. 
 
Table  5.3: Pushover Curve in Positive x-Direction 
Step 
 
Displacement 
(m) 
Base Force 
(kN) 
0 0.001 0 
1 0.011 1036.723 
2 0.024 2108.739 
3 0.045 3115.042 
4 0.065 3741.301 
5 0.086 4215.070 
6 0.106 4572.749 
7 0.127 4869.421 
8 0.148 5074.804 
9 0.168 5228.949 
10 0.194 5344.348 
11 0.207 5390.756 
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Table  5.4: Pushover Curve in Negative x-Direction 
Step 
 
Displacement 
(m) 
Base Force 
(kN) 
0 0.001 0 
1 -0.021 -2083.221 
2 -0.026 -2444.417 
3 -0.047 -3387.052 
4 -0.069 -4060.09 
5 -0.090 -4535.301 
6 -0.111 -4830.36 
7 -0.133 -5055.981 
8 -0.155 -5232.018 
9 -0.176 -5368.113 
10 -0.198 -5455.132 
11 -0.210 -5480.712 
12 -0.214 -5483.870 
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Figure  5.18: Pushover Curves for positive and negative x-directions 
 
5.5 Pushover Analysis of Existing Typical Shear Wall Frame Modeled 
With the Mid - Pier Model 
In this approach shear walls are modeled using the Mid-pier model. To carry a nonlinear 
analysis of the typical frame, plastic hinges are defined at every column and beam end 
points where a plastic hinge may develop. Plastic hinges defined at the ends of beams, 
columns and shear walls are shown in Figure 5.19. For beams moment rotation 
relationship was entered to SAP 2000 using user defined hinge property. For columns and 
shear walls PMM interacting diagram was entered at the angle of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 
225, 270, 315 degrees to SAP2000 using user defined hinge property.  
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Figure  5.19: Plastic Hinges Defined At the Ends of Beams, Columns, and Shear Wall for Mid-Pier Model 
 
Before carrying out pushover analysis nonlinear gravity analysis is carried out by 
considering 1D+0.25L load. Then frame is pushed up in both direction i.e. positive and 
negative x upto predefined displacement under constant gravity loads and monotonically 
increasing equivalent seismic loads. The base shear and control node displacements 
values for positive and negative x-directions are shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.Pushover 
curves for positive and negative x-directions are shown in Figure 5.20. 
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Table  5.5: Pushover Curve in Positive x-Direction 
Step 
 
Displacement 
(m) 
Base Force 
(kN) 
0 0.002 0 
1 0.022 1502.101 
2 0.043 2965.326 
3 0.048 3303.443 
4 0.058 3730.646 
5 0.079 4141.193 
6 0.099 4468.342 
7 0.119 4694.095 
8 0.141 4823.918 
9 0.161 4920.371 
10 0.182 4999.535 
11 0.203 5055.868 
12 0.207 5066.867 
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Table  5.6:Pushover Curve in Negative x-Direction 
Step 
 
Displacement 
(m) 
Base Force 
(kN) 
0 0.002 0 
1 -0.019 -1567.378 
2 -0.041 -3093.273 
3 -0.052 -3826.383 
4 -0.054 -3989.307 
5 -0.083 -4566.563 
6 -0.104 -4906.26 
7 -0.126 -5159.323 
8 -0.137 -5263.461 
9 -0.147 -5328.6 
10 -0.169 -5402.71 
11 -0.190 -5463.534 
12 -0.212 -5514.694 
13 -0.214 -5519.188 
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Figure  5.20: Pushover Curves for positive and negative x-directions 
 
5.6 Comparison of Pushover Curves of Existing Frame Modeled With 
Shell Element and Mid-Pier Approach 
Comparison of pushover curves of existing frame modeled with shell element and mid-
pier approach is shown in Figure 5.21.  
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Figure  5.21: Pushover Curves for Shell Element and Mid-Pier Mode 
 
Figure 5.21 shows that the mid-pier approach gives approximately very close results to 
the shell element approach. 
 
5.7 Capacity Curve 
Capacity Curve (modal displacement vs modal acceleration), which is obtained from the 
pushover curve with coordinate conversions, can be sketched with the following 
procedure: 
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The modal acceleration of the fundamental period at i-th step 1a
ω can be calculated as 
follows: 
( )
1
1
1
i
x
x
Va
M
ω =
     
(5.3) 
Where ( )1
i
xV is base shear at i-th step in x direction, and 1xM is the participated mass at the 
fundamental period in x direction. 
Modal displacement of the fundamental period at i-th step ( )1
id  can be calculated as 
follows: 
( )
( ) 1
1
1 1
i
i xN
xN x
ud = φ Γ       
(5.4) 
1xΓ is the modal participation factor of the fundamental period in x direction, and 1xNφ
represents the modal shape of N-th storey at the fundamental period of x direction. ( )1
i
xNu is 
the top displacement value in x direction, obtained from i-th step of the push-over 
analysis. 
By using these equations, the spectral accelerations and displacements are calculated for 
both models, which are the coordinates of the capacity spectrum in ADRS format. Tables 
5.7 and 5.8 shows the capacity spectrum values in positive and negative x-directions for a 
shell element model of the existing frame. Figs 5.22 and 5.23 shows the capacity curves 
for existing frame model with shell element approach. Tables 5.9 and 5.10 shows the 
capacity spectrum values in positive and negative x-directions for a mid-pier model of the 
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existing frame. Figs. 5.24 and 5.25 shows the capacity curves for the existing frame 
model with the mid - pier approach. 
 
Table  5.7: Capacity Spectrum Values in Positive x-Direction for Shell Element Model 
 
  
Step 
 
Sd Capacity 
(m) 
Sa Capacity 
 
0 0 0 
1 0.006 0.093 
2 0.014 0.183 
3 0.028 0.256 
4 0.042 0.298 
5 0.056 0.331 
6 0.071 0.356 
7 0.085 0.378 
8 0.100 0.392 
9 0.114 0.402 
10 0.133 0.409 
11 0.142 0.411 
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Figure  5.22: Capacity Spectrum Curve in positive x-direction for Shell Element model 
 
Table  5.8: Capacity Spectrum Values in Negative x-Direction for Shell Element Model 
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Step 
  
Sd Capacity 
(m) 
Sa Capacity 
  
0 0 0 
1 0.013 0.185 
2 0.017 0.212 
3 0.031 0.276 
4 0.046 0.321 
5 0.061 0.355 
6 0.076 0.375 
7 0.091 0.390 
8 0.106 0.401 
9 0.121 0.410 
10 0.137 0.415 
11 0.145 0.416 
12 0.148 0.416 
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Figure  5.23: Capacity Spectrum Curve in negative x-direction for Shell Element model 
 
Table  5.9: Capacity Spectrum Values in Positive x-Direction for Mid-Pier Model 
Step 
Sd Capacity 
(m) 
Sa Capacity 
0 0 0 
1 0.013 0.130 
2 0.027 0.257 
3 0.030 0.287 
4 0.037 0.319 
5 0.051 0.338 
6 0.066 0.357 
7 0.080 0.371 
8 0.095 0.378 
9 0.110 0.383 
10 0.124 0.387 
11 0.139 0.390 
12 0.143 0.391 
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Figure  5.24: Capacity Spectrum Curve in positive x-direction for Mid-Pier Model 
 
Table  5.10: Capacity Spectrum Values in Negative x-Direction for Mid-Pier Model 
Step 
Sd Capacity 
(m) 
Sa Capacity 
0 0 0 
1 0.014 0.136 
2 0.028 0.269 
3 0.035 0.332 
4 0.037 0.346 
5 0.056 0.372 
6 0.071 0.392 
7 0.086 0.407 
8 0.094 0.413 
9 0.101 0.416 
10 0.117 0.420 
11 0.132 0.422 
12 0.148 0.425 
13 0.149 0.425 
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Figure  5.25: Capacity Spectrum Curve in negative x-direction for Mid-Pier Model 
 
5.8 Performance of Existing Frame 
Seismic demands for performance evaluation of multistorey buildings are calculated at 
the state at which the roof displacement is to be evaluated. This performance state is 
determined by using a graphical procedure implemented for the equivalent SDOF system. 
In this procedure, the capacity curve of Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) system is 
represented by the pushover curve of the multistorey building after proper transformation 
to the AD format, i.e, spectral acceleration (Sa) versus spectral displacement (Sd) format. 
The seismic demand curve of the SDOF system is represented by the inelastic response 
spectrum established for a given earthquake or the design response spectrum of seismic 
codes. Now, the intersection of the capacity and demand curves in AD format represents 
the performance state at which the acceleration and displacement demands of the 
equivalent SDOF system can be evaluated. Then, this displacement demand is 
transformed back to determine the corresponding roof displacement of the multistory 
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building. This roof displacement gives an adequate measure of the target displacement 
that the building is expected to experience due to the design earthquake excitation. Also, 
the induced responses and forces at this state are expected to adequately represent the 
corresponding response quantities of the building due to the design earthquake excitation. 
In this section the performance point will be estimated for the existing reinforced 
concrete (RC) frame. A technique based on the Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) 
procedure B is adopted to determine the performance point of the existing frame.  
Figs. 5.26 and 5.27 show the process of determining the performance points of frame 
model with Shell element method both in positive and negative x-directions.Figs. 5.28 
and 5.29 show the process of determining the performance points of frame model with 
Mid-Pier method both in positive and negative x-directions 
 
 
Figure  5.26: Performance Point in positive x-direction for Shell Element Model 
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Figure  5.27: Performance Point in negative x-direction for Shell Element Model 
 
 
Figure  5.28: Performance Point in positive x-direction for Mid-Pier Model 
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Figure  5.29: Performance Point in negative x-direction for Mid-Pier Model 
 
Table 5.11 shows the base shear and displacement of existing frame model with shell 
element approach and mid-pier approach at performance point i.e. demand level. 
 
Table  5.11: Performance point of Existing Frame 
Frame 
Model Direction 
Spectral 
Acceleration
Sa 
Spectral 
Displacement
Sd 
Base 
Shear 
(kN) 
Displacement
(m) 
Shell Element +X 0.321 0.052 4075.3 0.080 
Shell Element -X 0.333 0.051 4227.5 0.077 
Mid-Pier +X 0.342 0.054 4199.7 0.082 
Mid-Pier -X 0.369 0.054 4516.3 0.080 
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5.9 Acceptance Criteria for Performance and Hinge Formation at 
Demand Displacement 
The ATC-40 and FEMA-356 documents give modeling procedures and acceptance 
criteria to define force deformation hinge criteria. As shown in Figure 5.30, five points 
labeled A, B, C, D, and E gives the behavior of the hinge and Immediate Occupancy 
(IO), Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) are the acceptance criteria. The 
Immediate occupancy is in between AB (elastic range) to IO, Life safety is in between IO 
to and Collapse prevention is in between LS to CP. In SAP2000 these hinges are shown 
with different colors as shown in Figure 5.30. 
 
 
Figure  5.30: Different Stage of Plastic Hinges 
The values of these performance levels recommended by ATC-40 for IO, LS and CP are 
0.2∆, 0.5∆and 0.9∆. Where, ∆ is the length of plastic hinge plateau as shown in Figure 
5.31. 
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Figure  5.31: Typical Moment and Rotation Curve with Acceptance Criteria 
 
These acceptance criteria are entered in SAP2000 to get the structural performance level 
of the members. Figs. 5.32 and 5.33 shows the hinges formation in frame modeled with 
shell element model based on acceptance criteria. 
Figs. 5.34 and 5.35 shows the maximum stresses in steel and concrete is formed at the 
base of shear walls which indicates the hinges formed in shear walls at demand 
displacement when frame is pushed in positive x-direction. 
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Figure  5.32: Hinge Formation in Frame Modeled with Shell Element in positive x-direction 
 
 
Figure  5.33: Hinge Formation in Frame Modeled with Shell element in negative x-direction 
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Figure  5.34: Maximum Stresses In Steel at Base of Shear Wall of the Frame Modeled with Shell Element in 
positive x-direction 
 
 
Figure  5.35: Maximum Stresses in Concrete at Base of Shear Wall of the Frame Modeled with Shell Element in 
positive x-direction 
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Figs. 5.36 and 5.37 shows the maximum stresses in steel and concrete is formed at the 
base of shear walls which indicates the hinges formed in shear walls at demand 
displacement when frame is pushed in negative x-direction. 
 
 
Figure  5.36: Maximum Stresses in Steel at Base of Shear Wall of the Frame Modeled with Shell Element in 
negative x-direction 
 
 
Figure  5.37: Maximum Stresses in Concrete at Base of Shear Wall of the Frame Modeled with Shell Element in 
negative x-direction 
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Figs. 5.38 and 5.39 shows the hinges formation in frame modeled with Mid-Pier model 
based on acceptance criteria. 
 
 
Figure  5.38: Hinge Formation in Frame Modeled with Mid-Pier positive x-direction 
 
 
Figure  5.39: Hinge Formation in Frame Modeled with Mid-Pier negative x-direction 
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5.10 Inter Storey Drift Ratio (IDR) 
During earthquake building will experience reversed cyclic loading. It has been seen in 
past earthquake that most of the damages in structures are due to inter-storey drift. Larger 
inter storey drift may cause huge damage to structure as well as structural members. Most 
of the building collapse during earthquake due to weak storey mechanism which is 
caused by inter-storey drift. Earthquake induced deformations may be quantified by the 
roof displacement ∆roof as well as the inter-storey displacement ∆i as shown in Figure 
5.40. 
 
 
Figure  5.40: Roof Displacement and inter-storey displacement 
 
Inter-storey drift ratio at the ith floor can be defined as given in Eq.5.5. 
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Figure  5.42: Total storey drift for existing frame at demand displacement 
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6. CHAPTER 6 
PUSHOVER ANALYSIS OF RETROFITTED 
SHEAR WALL FRAME 
6.1 Introduction 
After carrying out pushover analysis of existing typical frame of Madinah building it is 
cleared at demand displacement top story members are failing as well as shear walls are 
failing due to crushing of concrete and yielding of steel. So retrofitting of these structural 
members are required so that in case of seismic activity these members can sustain high 
lateral loads. For this different retrofitting schemes were selected. After application of 
these retrofitting strategy pushover analysis were carried out and results of retrofitted 
frame were obtained and presented in this chapter. 
 
6.2 Retrofitting Schemes for Structural Members 
Strengthening of structural members is done by many techniques. These techniques 
include strengthening of members by reinforced or prestressed concrete jacketing, steel 
jacketing and/or addition of external steel elements, and fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) 
composite applications. To retrofit the existing frame different schemes were selected 
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based on the available techniques. Following are the strategies selected for strengthening 
of existing frame. 
1. Additional shear walls made of high strength concrete and retrofitting of top 
columns by High Strength Reinforced Concrete (HSRC) jacketing. 
2. Additional shear walls made of high strength concrete and retrofitting of top 
columns by steel jacketing. 
3. Additional shear walls made of high strength concrete and retrofitting of top 
columns by CFRP jacketing. 
In all these strategies shear walls have a common scheme for retrofitting whereas for 
columns different retrofitting schemes have been used to see the response of these 
techniques. These schemes are shown in Fig. 6.1. 
 
 
Figure  6.1: Retrofitting Schemes for Strengthening 
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6.3 Retrofitted Frame 
The existing frame is model again by different schemes explained in section 6.2. Figs.6.2 
and 6.3 show the retrofitted frame model with shell element and mid-pier methods. 
 
 
Figure  6.2: Retrofitted Frame Model with Shell Element Method 
 
 
Figure  6.3: Retrofitted Frame Model with Mid-Pier Method 
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6.4 Plastic Hinges Properties for Retrofitted Frame 
Hinge properties for retrofitted frame were obtained using XTRACT (2007). Hinge 
properties were calculated for only those members which were retrofitted and the 
remaining members have same hinge properties as assigned during analysis of the 
existing frame. 
 
6.4.1 Column Retrofitted by HSRC Jacket 
For column 5A13 plastic cross-section surfaces are created by XTRACT cross-section 
analysis software program as shown in Figure 6.4. The high strength RC jacket is utilized 
to strengthen the column. Properties of High strength (HS) RC jacketed are given Table 
6.1. The Mander unconfined concrete model is used at the outer zone from the transverse 
reinforcement and the Mander confined concrete model is used for the core material. The 
stress-strain curves obtained from Mander unconfined and confined concrete model for 
column 5A13 are shown in Fig.6.5 and Fig. 6.6. Hardening of steel material is considered 
and typical stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Fig. 6.7.  
 
Table  6.1: Properties of High Strength RC Jackets 
HSRC 
Jacket 
Compressive Strength 
of concrete, 'cf  
(MPa) 
Diameter of 
Rebar 
(mm) 
Tensile strength 
of Rebar, yf  
(MPa) 
50 x50 mm 45 16 420 
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Figure  6.4: HSRC Jacketed Column 5A13 Cross Sectional Detail 
 
 
Figure  6.5: Mander Unconfined Concrete Model for Column 5A13 
 
 
Figure  6.6: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Column 5A13 
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Figure  6.7: Steel Stress-Strain Curve for Column 5A13 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 6.8. An interaction surface is created and entered to 
the structural analysis program as input file after a moment-axial force interaction curves 
performed for 0º, 45º 90º and 135º. 
 
 
Figure  6.8: HSRC Retrofitted Column 5A13 PMM Interaction Curve 
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6.4.2 Column Retrofitted by Steel Jacket 
For column 5A13 plastic cross-section surfaces are created by XTRACT cross-section 
analysis software program as shown in Figure 6.9. The steel jacket is utilized to 
strengthen the column. The properties of steel jacket are given Table 6.2. The Mander 
confined concrete model is used for the confinement of concrete. The stress-strain curves 
obtained from the Mander confined concrete model for column 5A13 is shown in Figure 
6.10. Hardening of steel rebar and steel jacket is considered and typical stress-strain 
curve for steel rebar and steel jacket are shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12.  
 
Table  6.2: Properties of Steel Jacket 
Steel Jacket 
Tensile strength 
of steel jacket, yf  
(MPa) 
Ultimate strength 
of steel jacket, uf  
(MPa) 
Modulus of 
Elasticity 
(MPa) 
6 mm thick 250  480 200,000  
 
 
Figure  6.9: Steel Jacketed Column 5A13 Cross Sectional Detail 
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Figure  6.10: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Column 5A13 
 
 
Figure  6.11: Steel Rebar Stress-Strain Curve for Column 5A13 
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Figure  6.12: Steel Jacket Stress-Strain Curve for Column 5A13 
 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 6.13. An interaction surface is created and entered to 
the structural analysis program as input file after a moment-axial force interaction curves 
performed for 0º, 45º 90º and 135º. 
 
 
Figure  6.13: Steel Jacketed Retrofitted Column 5A13 PMM Interaction Curve 
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6.4.3 Column Retrofitted By CFRP Jacket 
For column 5A13 plastic cross-section surfaces are created by XTRACT cross-section 
analysis software program as shown in Figure 6.14. The CFRP jacket is utilized to 
strengthen the column. The properties of CFRP jacket are given Table 6.3. The Lam and 
Teng confined concrete model is used for the confinement of concrete. The stress-strain 
curves obtained from the Lam and Teng confined concrete model for column 5A13 is 
shown in Figure 6.15. Hardening of steel rebar is considered. The typical stress-strain 
curve for steel rebar and CFRP are shown in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17.  
 
Table  6.3: Properties of CFRP Jacket 
CFRP 
Jacket and 
Laminate 
Ultimate strength 
of CFRP jacket 
and laminates, uf  
(MPa) 
Ultimate 
Stain 
(%) 
Modulus of 
Elasticity 
(MPa) 
Thickness
(mm) 
MBRACE 
Fibre 
C1-23 
4900 2.10 230,000 0.111 
 
 
Figure  6.14: CFRP Jacketed Column 5A13 Cross Sectional Detail 
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Figure  6.15: Lam and Teng Confined Concrete Model for Column 5A13 
 
 
Figure  6.16: Steel Rebar Stress-Strain Curve for Column 5A13 
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Figure  6.17: CFRP Stress-Strain Curve for Column 5A13 
 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 6.18. An interaction surface is created and entered to 
the structural analysis program as input file after a moment-axial force interaction curves 
performed for 0º, 45º 90º and 135º. 
 
 
Figure  6.18: CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Column 5A13 PMM Interaction Curve 
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6.4.4 Plastic Hinge at the End of Additional Shear Wall for the Mid - Pier 
Model 
For additional shear wall SW200 made of high strength RC plastic cross-section surfaces 
are created by XTRACT cross-section analysis software program is shown in Figure 
6.19. The Mander unconfined concrete model is used at the outer zone from the 
transverse reinforcement and the Mander confined concrete model is used for the core 
material. The stress-strain curves obtained from the Mander unconfined and confined 
concrete model for SW200 are shown in Figs .6.20 and 6.21. Hardening of steel material 
is considered and typical stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Figure 6.22.  
 
 
Figure  6.19: HSRC Additional Shear Wall SW200 Cross Sectional Detail 
 
 
Figure  6.20: Mander Unconfined concrete model for shear wall SW200 
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Figure  6.21: Mander Confined Concrete Model for Shear Wall SW200 
 
 
Figure  6.22: Steel Stress-Strain Curve for Shear Wall SW200 
 
The bending moment and axial force interaction curve which is obtained from cross-
section analysis is shown in Figure 6.23. An interaction surface is created and entered to 
the structural analysis program as input file after a moment-axial force interaction curves 
performed for 0º, 45º 90º and 135º. 
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Figure  6.23: HSRC Additional Shear Wall SW200 PMM Interaction Curve 
 
6.5 Pushover Analysis of Frame Retrofitted with High Strength 
Reinforced Concrete (HSRC) Jacketing 
Non-linear analysis of HSRC jacketed retrofitted frame is carried out for shell element 
and Mid-Pier approach. Plastic hinges are defined at every column, beam end points and 
shear wall for Mid-Pier approach where a plastic hinge may develop. For beams moment 
rotation relationship was entered to SAP 2000 using user defined hinge property. For 
columns and shear walls PMM interacting diagram was entered at the angle of 0, 45, 90, 
135, 180, 225, 270, 315 degrees to SAP2000 using user defined hinge property. For Shell 
element approach shear walls are modeled using shell elements. Automatic mesh area 
option is utilized for meshing of the shear wall.  
Before carrying out pushover analysis of retrofitted frame nonlinear gravity analysis is 
carried out by considering 1D+0.25L load. Then retrofitted frame is pushed in both 
direction i.e. positive and negative x upto predefined displacement under constant gravity 
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a) positive x-direction 
 
b) negative x-direction 
Figure  6.29: Performance Point of HSRC Retrofitted Frame Model with Shell Element Approach 
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Table  6.4: Performance Point of Retrofitted Frame Model with Shell Element Approach 
Retrofitted 
Schemes Axis 
Spectral 
Acceleration
Sa 
Spectral 
Displacement
Sd 
Base 
Shear 
(kN) 
Displacement
(m) 
HSRC jacketed  +X 0.447 0.038 5767.8 0.061 
HSRC jacketed  -X 0.478 0.037 6137.2 0.058 
Steel Jacketed  +X 0.435 0.039 5578.5 0.062 
Steel Jacketed  -X 0.473 0.037 6017.7 0.058 
CFRP Jacketed  +X 0.436 0.039 5595.4 0.062 
CFRP Jacketed  -X 0.472 0.037 6013.4 0.058 
 
Table  6.5: Performance Point Of Retrofitted Frame Model With Mid-Pier Approach 
Retrofitted 
Schemes Axis 
Spectral 
Acceleration
Sa 
Spectral 
Displacement
Sd 
Base 
Shear 
(kN) 
Displacement
(m) 
HSRC jacketed  +X 0.497 0.044 6083.6 0.069 
HSRC jacketed  -X 0.515 0.044 6255.4 0.068 
Steel Jacketed  +X 0.049 0.045 5926.5 0.07 
Steel Jacketed  -X 0.542 0.045 6448.9 0.069 
CFRP Jacketed  +X 0.466 0.044 5680 0.068 
CFRP Jacketed  -X 0.547 0.045 6502.9 0.069 
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6.10 Acceptance Criteria for Performance and Hinge Formation at 
Demand Displacement 
The ATC-40 acceptance criteria for performance is utilized get the performance level of 
retrofitted frame for different retrofitting schemes. The values of these performance 
levels recommended by ATC-40 are explained in section 5.9. In SAP2000 ATC-40 
acceptance criteria were entered to get the structural performance level of the retrofitted 
frame. Figs. 6.30 and 6.31 shows the hinge formation in retrofitted frame modeled with 
Shell element approach for different retrofitting strategies in positive and negative x-
directions. 
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a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.30: Hinge Formation in Existing and Retrofitted Frame In positive x-direction 
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a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.31: Hinge Formation in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in negative x-direction 
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Figs.6.32 and 6.33 shows the maximum stresses in steel at the base of shear wall in 
retrofitted frame modeled with Shell element approach for different retrofitting strategies 
in positive and negative x-directions. 
 
 
a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.32: Maximum Stresses in Steel at the Base of Shear Wall in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in positive 
x-direction 
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a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.33: Maximum Stresses in Steel at the Base of Shear Wall in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in   
negative x-direction 
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Figs.6.34 and 6.35 shows the maximum stresses in concrete at the base of shear wall in 
retrofitted frame modeled with Shell element approach for different retrofitting strategies 
in positive and negative x-directions. 
 
 
a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.34: Maximum Stresses in Concrete at the Base of Shear Wall in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in 
positive x-direction 
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a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.35: Maximum Stresses in Concrete at the Base of Shear Wall in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in 
negative x-direction 
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Figs.6.36 and 6.37 shows the hinge formation in retrofitted frame modeled with Mid-Pier 
approach for different retrofitting strategies in positive and negative x-directions. 
 
 
a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.36: Hinge Formation in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in positive x-direction 
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a) Existing Frame             b) HSRC Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
 
c) Steel Jacketed Retrofitted frame   d) CFRP Jacketed Retrofitted Frame 
Figure  6.37: Hinge Formation in Existing and Retrofitted Frame in negative x-direction 
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6.11 Storey Drifts 
Inter-storey drift ratio and total storeys drift is computed for retrofitted frame and 
compared with the existing frame. Figs. 6.38 and 6.39 show the inter-storey drift ratio of 
retrofitted frame and existing frame model with shell element and mid-pier approach for 
different retrofitting schemes. Figs. 6.40 and 6.41 show total storeys drift of retrofitted 
frame and existing frame model with shell element and mid-pier approach for different 
retrofitting schemes. 
 
 
Figure  6.38: Inter-storey drift Ratio for existing and retrofitted frame model using shell approach 
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Figure  6.39: Inter-storey drift ratio for existing and retrofitted frame model using Mid-Pier Approach 
 
 
Figure  6.40: Total Storey drift of existing and retrofitted frame model with shell element approach at demand 
displacement 
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Figure  6.41: Total Storey drift of existing and retrofitted frame model with shell mid-pier approach at demand 
displacement 
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7. CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this study, a nonlinear static analysis of a typical existing frame in a eight-storey 
reinforced concrete building with shear wall was carried out before and after retrofitting 
the columns with different retrofitting schemes and by increasing the length of existing 
shear walls using high strength concrete. Retrofitting of the existing frame is done based 
on the demand displacement of the existing frame obtained from Applied Technology 
Council (ATC-40) Response Spectra for Zone 2B as per UBC 1997. The seismic 
displacement response of the existing and the retrofitted frame are obtained using the 
method of pushover analysis. In addition two approaches are utilized to model shear 
walls i.e. shell element approach and mid-pier approach. Comparisons of both the 
approaches were also done. Based on this study following conclusions are made. 
1. Pushover analysis of existing frame of Madinah building showed the building is 
deficient to resist seismic loading. From the pushover analysis of existing frame it 
is clear that at performance point the shear walls are failing due to crushing of 
concrete and hinges are formed in top storey columns. 
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2. Hinges formation clearly shows that the members of building are designed purely 
for gravity loads as with the small increment of displacement most of the 
members start yielding. 
3. The hinge status of Shell Element and Mid Pier method at maximum 
displacement provide almost the same pattern. Mid Pier method overestimate base 
shear because of rigid beam rigidity, so appropriate rigidity must be selected.  
4. Retrofitting of existing shear wall frame by the extension of shear walls using  
high strength concrete and jacketing of the columns with different retrofitting 
schemes result in significant increase in lateral load capacity of the frame. 
5. No flexural hinges are found in top storey columns which were originally failing 
at demand displacement calculated based on ATC-40 response spectra for 
different damping ratio. 
6. After strengthening there is no crushing of concrete and yielding of steel observed 
at the base of shear wall model with shell element approach whereas Mid-pier 
approach indicates the hinge formation at the base of shear walls. 
7. Inter-storey drift ratio and total storey drift of the retrofitted shear wall frame is 
significantly reduced decreasing the seismic vulnerability. 
8. The accuracy of these numerical results is acceptable for everyday design 
purposes, especially the base shear capacity, roof drift and inter-storey drifts of 
the building. Several international seismic codes and guidelines concerned with 
performance-based seismic engineering have recently implemented pushover 
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techniques as practical alternative for nonlinear time-history analysis. On the 
other hand, the current Saudi Building Code of practice related to earthquake-
resistant design incorporate almost none of these modern techniques. Thus, the 
present study supports the implementation of performance-based concepts in 
future editions of the local seismic codes by demonstrating the application of the 
recent pushover techniques for evaluating the performance of multistory buildings 
due to seismic actions. 
 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
The following recommendations can be made for further research in this area. 
1. Future research can be carried out on 3-D model of Madinah Building by the 
application of Pushover and time history analysis. 
2. Inclusion of effects of higher modes in multi-storey buildings. 
3. Incorporation of torsion effects for unsymmetrical buildings. 
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A. APPENDIX 
  
Figure  A.1: Beam K5 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K5 
 
.   
Figure  A.2: Beam K9 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K9 
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Figure  A.3: Beam K10 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K10 for left support 
 
  
Figure  A.4: Beam K10 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K10 for Right 
support 
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Figure  A.5: Beam K11 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K11 for left support 
 
  
Figure  A.6: Beam K11 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K11 for right 
support 
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Figure  A.7: Beam K16 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K16 
 
  
Figure  A.8: Beam K17 cross-sectional detail and Bilinear Moment Rotation curve for beam K17 
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Figure  A.9: Column 1A11 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.10: Columns 2A11 and 3A11 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.11: Column 4A11 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.12: Columns 5A11, 6A11 and 7A11 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.13: Columns 2A13 and 3A13 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.14: Column 4A13 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.15: Columns 5A13, 6A13, 7A13 and 8A13 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.16: Shear wall SW300 cross-sectional detail and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.17: Columns 4A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with HSRC and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.18: Columns 5A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with HSRC and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.19: Columns 4A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with Steel jacketing and PMM interaction 
diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.20: Columns 5A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with Steel Jacketing and PMM interaction 
diagram 
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Figure  A.21: Columns 4A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with CFRP and PMM interaction diagram 
 
 
 
Figure  A.22: Columns 5A11 cross-sectional detail Strengthened with CFRP and PMM interaction diagram 
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Figure  A.23: New High strength Reinforced Concrete shear wall SW300 cross-sectional detail and PMM 
interaction diagram 
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